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Editor's Note: The American Meteorological Society was invited last year (1973) by the Chinese
Meteorological Society to send a small delegation to spend two weeks in the People's Republic
of China. The visit took place in April and May 1974; this is the report of that delegation.
The trip to the P.R.C. was unique as a people-to-people first visit, and therefore beyond the
usual scientific exchange. The report attempts to record the societal, cultural, and scientific
experience as a full account to the membership. It is hoped that the report will serve also as
resource material for scientific exchanges with China in the future.
1. The invitation

There have, of course, been a number of delegations and
individuals from the United States who have made visits
to the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), but we believe that ours was the first in which a professional
society was invited directly by its Chinese counterpart.
Therefore, it is pertinent to recount the steps leading to
this invitation.
When it was announced in January of 1972 that President Nixon would visit the P.R.C., AMS President
Richard J. Reed wrote to President Nixon (with a copy
to Henry Kissinger) pointing out that meteorologists
have traditionally worked together "in establishing global
weather networks and other meteorological programs
and services for the benefit of mankind," and noted that,
with the admission of China to the U.N., the time was
ripe for a renewal of exchanges of scientific information
and other cooperative endeavors between the U.S. and
the Chinese meteorological community. He went on to
say that the AMS was prepared to send a small delegation of Society representatives, if the two governments
approved.
The responses to this overture which came from our
State Department, from the Administrator of NOAA (Dr.
Robert M. White), and subsequently from the Secretary
General of the W.M.O. (Mr. D. A. Davies), were to the
effect that the AMS could best pursue the matter directly
"through its own channels"—whatever they were. So,
with no official sanction from government circles, President Reed did test the water in some other channels.
iThe names of all the Delegation members are given at
the beginning of Section 2. Organizer and editor of this
report was W. W. Kellogg.
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In August 1972, he wrote to Mr. Kuo Mo-jo, President
of the Academia Sinica, i.e., the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Peking, (with a copy to Mr. Meng Ping, then
the Director of the Central Meteorological Bureau in
Peking) describing the AMS and its functions, and expressing the desire to send a delegation to establish
friendly relations (following the people-to-people contacts advocated in the Nixon-Mao talks) and to achieve
"scientifically productive contact and exchange."
In September 1972, we received a letter from the
P.R.C. Embassy in Canada requesting further information about the AMS and its officers. President Reed
promptly responded, including biographical sketches (as
requested) of himself and then President-Elect W. W.
Kellogg.
A rather long silence ensued, punctuated by a communication from an important link in this negotiation,
Prof. C. C. Chang of the Catholic University of America
in Washington, D.C. Prof. Chang had visited his original
homeland in 1972 and gave a memorable report on this
visit at the AMS Annual Meeting in St. Petersburg in
January 1973. On hearing of our efforts to arrange an
exchange, he wrote two letters (in Chinese), one to the
late Prof. Chu Ko-chen, Vice President of the Academia
Sinica and a noted climatologist and scholar, restating
our interest in a visit to China; and the other to Prof.
Chou Pei-yuan, Vice Chairman of the Revolutionary
Committee of the Peking University. In March 1973,
Prof. Chu replied: "The Academia Sinica currently
transfers your recommendation to the related organizations for careful consideration" (Prof. Chang's translation). About the same time, Prof. Chou also replied
with his assurances.
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In early September 1973, then President Kellogg and
Executive Director Kenneth C. Spengler attended the
100th Anniversary of the World Meteorological Organization in Vienna and Geneva as members of the U.S.
Delegation, and had the opportunity to speak with Mr.
Chang Nai-chao, Vice President of the Chinese Meteorological Society and Deputy Director of the Central
Meteorological Bureau in Peking, as well as several others
in the P.R.C. Delegation. Mr. Chang acknowledged that
our request had been received and was under serious
consideration.
The official silence was broken shortly thereafter by a
letter to Past-President Reed dated 14 September 1973
from Mr. Chang Nai-chao, expressing pleasure with
Reed's letter of 2 August 1972 to Mr. Kuo, noting the
contact by Prof. C. C. Chang, extending an invitation on
behalf of the Chinese Meteorological Society to Reed and
Kellogg, and adding: "You may, if you consider necessary,
be accompanied by two or three assistants."
The AMS Council enthusiastically approved our acceptance of this invitation. There remained only the
matter of setting the exact time and duration of our
visit, and selecting the "two or three assistants." We
were again helped in this negotiation by Prof. C. C.
Chang, who had returned to Peking as a visiting scientist with the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the
Academia Sinica, and was able to give us useful advice
on how we should proceed.
The selection of the rest of the delegation was fairly
straightforward, since we named the succession of AMS
presidents starting with Reed and included, of course, the
Executive Director. We were informed by C. C. Chang
that our wives could come if they wanted to. As for
finances, our hosts apparently expected to pay our expenses inside the P.R.C. (which they did), and Prof.
Phil E. Church, Chairman of the Golden Anniversary
Fund, agreed that it would be entirely appropriate that
the travel expenses of the AMS representatives to China
be paid out of that Fund, which he had worked so
hard to raise.
In helping us prepare for our trip, the State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and
the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on
Scholarly Communication with the P.R.C. were most
cooperative in providing background information on
travel and etiquette in China. At the same time, they
made it clear that ours was not to be considered one
of the "facilitated" or governmentally sponsored visits
under the U.S.-P.R.C. program of "scholarly exchanges."
We were, as we fully expected, going under our own
steam.
2. Our itinerary

The AMS delegation that crossed the border of the
P.R.C. on 20 April 1974, at Shum-Chun Station (on
the rain line between Kowloon and Canton), consisted
of: Prof. Richard J. Reed (Past-President, 1972) and
Joan Reed, Dr. William W. Kellogg (Past-President, 1973)

and Elizabeth Kellogg, Mr. David S. Johnson (President),
Dr. David Atlas (President-Elect) and Lucille Atlas, Dr.
Kenneth C. Spengler (Executive Director) and Margaret
Spengler. Dave Johnson, as current President, was the
Leader of the Delegation.
Our route led from Canton to Peking on that first day,
20 April. While in Peking we had the opportunity to
spend time at the Central Meteorological Bureau, the
Peking University, and the Academia Sinica's Institute
of Atmospheric Physics, as well as receiving a generous
exposure to the cultural aspects of Peking, for which
it is famous—the Great Wall, the Ming Tombs, the
Summer Palace, the Forbidden City (former Imperial
Palace), and a variety of schools, factories, and exhibitions. One of the highlights of our Peking stay was the
banquet given us by our Chinese hosts at the famous
Peking Duck Restaurant, and the return banquet that
we gave for them (Figs. 1 and 2). We were also invited
by Ambassador and Mrs. David Bruce for American style
cocktails at the new Residency of the U.S. Liaison Office.
We then flew from Peking to Shanghai on 26 April,
and our first stop there was the Shanghai Weather Center. A short distance outside Shanghai are the Chiating
County Center, where we visited a weather station, and
the People's Commune of Shiu-Hong. Shanghai, a major
industrial and cultural metropolis, has much to offer in
the way of exhibitions, schools, factories, workers' residential areas, concerts and so forth. One surprise event
was our witnessing a major surgical operation performed
with acupuncture anesthesia—or, more correctly, "hypalgesia." Our Shanghai hosts favored us with another
splendid banquet.
From Shanghai we flew back to Canton on 30 April,
where one of our days was spent in the countryside. The
highlight was a visit with the alert young meteorologist
serving the Commune of Ping Chou, who gave us some
invaluable insight into the interaction between the
weather service and the people that it serves. The May
Day celebration in Canton was a colorful event. We also
visited the International Commodities Fair, a ceramics
factory, and the White Cloud Mountain (a former stronghold of bandits, before the Liberation), and attended
a memorable concert in the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Memorial
Hall. On our final evening we enjoyed one more banquet
with our hosts, and raised our glasses in toast to the
enduring friendship between the people of America
and the people of China.
We should mention that we made an effort to effect a
two-way exchange of information, and lectures were
arranged for some of our delegation's meteorologists at
each of these cities. These lectures, presented through
translators, were well attended and apparently very well
received. The question periods were generally lively
and indicated a keen interest and awareness on the part
of some of the younger meteorologists of these audiences
in developments in the United States and elsewhere.
On 4 May we boarded the train for the return trip to
Shum-Chun and Kowloon, had a final dinner together in
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FIG. 1. Our Chinese hosts hold a banquet at the famous Peking Duck Restaurant. Seated at
the far side of table: Mrs. Tso, Prof. Tao Shih-yen, Joan Reed, Mr. Chang Nai-chao, Dick Reed.
Lucille Atlas and Mrs. Chang are at the near side of the table. The waiter, according to
custom, is presenting a roast duck for us to admire before carving it.
Kowloon (across the bay from Hong Kong), and then
went our separate ways.
The two weeks were so packed with impressions that
we will spend a long while sorting them out. Some idea
of the intensity of our journey, the variety of our

experiences, and the people we met can be gleaned
from the more detailed descriptions of each day, which
are contained in the Appendix.
These are the things we did, the key people we met,
the places we visited. Obviously it is only the beginning

FIG. 2. The other table at the Peking Duck Restaurant. Seated at far side: Mr. Cheng Chunshu (partly out of picture), Will Kellogg, Jen Chuan, Pai Wen-chu, Dave Johnson, Prof. Chou
Pei-yuan, Betty Kellogg (partly hidden), Ken Spengler. Near side: Peg Spengler, Mr. Lo
Chih-pin.
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of our story. In the sections that follow we will first
attempt to sketch briefly the political and economic
background against which these scenes unfolded, then
recount the things that we learned about Chinese science,
technology, and education in general, meteorology in
particular. Our itinerary suggests that our two weeks,
filled as they were, did not provide enough time to get
more than a glimpse of the vast complex drama that is
unfolding in the P.R.C.; but we saw enough, we believe,
to gain considerable insight into the problems and
aspirations of our Chinese colleagues.
3. Our education in the realities of Chinese culture

No matter how well prepared an American tries to be,
sudden immersion in the People's Republic of China
leaves one breathless. The sense of excitement of that
moment when we walked across the covered bridge at
Shum-Chun Station and set foot on "Red China" really
never wore off. We were in a cultural environment that
was different from any that we had ever experienced,
and we were continually seeking to understand and
appreciate it.
Anyone going to China should read some of the recent accounts by keen observers who have visited and
studied the Chinese scene in far more depth than we
were able. (A list of some of our favorite references appears in the Bibliography below.) We will not attempt
any general commentary such as these, but will summarize here at the outset some key points that seem
to us to be essential for an understanding of what we
saw and heard. Once one appreciates the cultural and
political background against which the modern Chinese
society is developing, a great many puzzling features
begin to fit into place.
It is virtually impossible to find neutral territory from
which to survey this Chinese cultural and political background, since it is a complex scene full of contrasts, one
that has deep and varied implications to readers of different cultures. In the thumbnail sketch below we will
make liberal use of current socialist terms, the same
expressions used so often by our Chinese hosts, in order
to convey the flavor of their message to us. Thus we
present the official version of the Chinese world of "continuing revolution" in order to try to interpret the attitudes of the Chinese people toward science, education,
and technological progress.
Naturally we could not fail to react to many of the
facets of the P.R.C. with questions and reservations, just
as they are clearly skeptical of the way we do some things
in the United States. We will express some of our questionings in the sections that follow (see especially Section
13), as they frequently invited us to do while we were
their guests. Such honest expressions are an accepted
custom in both of our cultures, and can only lead to a
better mutual understanding in the long run.
a. The meaning of "revolution"
In the People's Republic of China the meaning of
"revolution" is so unique that we had to relearn the

word. There the Revolution is a continuing process, and
sets the pace of life for every Chinese, without exception.
Practically every organization has its revolutionary committee, and the chairman and vice-chairman of any revolutionary committee are likely to be the "principal responsible persons" in the organization. To understand
this better let us go back a few years.
The end of roughly 4000 years of rule by a feudal
system came officially in 1911, when the last Manchu
Emperor relinquished his throne to the revolutionary
forces of Sun Yat-sen. At this time the Republic of
China was established. This was followed by a period of
unrest, punctuated by the invasion of Mainland China
by the Japanese, and World War II, during which time
foreign commercial interest still maintained its centurylong strangle hold on the Chinese economy. The stronghold of this foreign domination was Shanghai, followed
closely by such international "free ports" as Hong Kong
and Macao.
The long, 20-year struggle for political control between
the Kuomintang under Chiang Kai-shek and the Communist forces under Mao Tse-tung finally ended in 1949,
when the red flag of communism was raised in Tien-an
Men Square in Peking, and Chiang's forces withdrew to
Taiwan (Figs. 3 and 4). This date is very important to all
Chinese; one becomes accustomed to the phrase "before
the Liberation," which to them means the time before
the transition of the Chinese people from hardship and
abuse to relative comfort and security.
The Communist leadership of the People's Republic
of China was vigorous. The revolutionary change quickly
impacted every walk of life, especially (one hears) the
"cruel landlords" and the "foreign imperialists," meaning
in particular the feudal landowners who had been exploiting the Chinese peasants and the foreign capitalists
who had been exploiting the Chinese workers before the
Liberation. They were simply removed from the scene,
eradicated as a class (or "re-educated"), but their hated
memory lives on in the resentment that is kept alive in
song, story, ballet, opera, posters, children's textbooks,
and so forth. (These are just a few of the widespread
methods of unifying the thinking of the people; the results are impressive, but sometimes also disturbing.) The
villains remain, and though one might expect that some
of the feelings for these former enemies of the people
would be transferred to the visitors who look and dress
like those foreign imperialists of old, we found no evidence of such a feeling in the people we met or encountered on the streets.
Mao Tse-tung and his followers seem to have had a
very clear idea of the new society they wanted to establish after the Liberation. It was a society that would
evolve towards the communism described by Marx,
Engels, and Lenin, a society in which the guiding principle would be, "From each according to his ability, to
each according to his need." The foundation for this new
communist society would be the people, comprising the
trinity of the workers, the peasants, and the soldiers—
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referring especially to the People's Liberation Army
(PLA). In this ideal communist society the government
would be devoted to the service of the people, and
would in turn be run by the people. (See Fig. 5.)

The realities of the situation in China in 1949 forced
some compromises on the Communist Party's Central
Committee, the guiding power of the Revolution. China
had to build her economy and her productive power

FIG. 3. This massive portrait of Chairman Mao, Chief architect of the Chinese Communist Revolution, hangs over the main
entrance to the Former Imperial Palace in Peking. It faces the Tien-an Men Square, where the red flag of Communism was first
raised in October 1949.
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FIG. 4. Tien-an Men Square in Peking.
from a very low base, improve her backward agricultural
pactices, and stem the tide of a growing population. All
of this had to be accomplished with little outside help—
except that of the Soviet Union, whose assistance seems
to have been welcomed until about 1960. At this time the
Kremlin abruptly terminated its aid and withdrew
Soviet technical experts. As a result, China had to encourage her native skills and also make use of those
people with special training and background; so the
guiding principle of true Marxist communism had
to be softened, for the time being at least, to the more
socialist maxim: "From each according to his ability, to
each according to his contribution."
Thus, we learned that members of a commune receive
shares of the joint profit in proportion to the amount
of work they do, that there is a factor of six or more difference between the pay of a worker and a top university or research institute scientist, that the small stores
that we saw in Canton, Shanghai, and elsewhere were
run on a concession basis by the family that lived above
them, and so forth.
These facts were explained as being due to the current
situation; China is still in transition from a developing
socialist country to a country that can afford to be
purely communist (and can reward each "according to
his need").
While material well-being in the P.R.C. cannot be
compared to that in the advanced nations of the world,
progress in this respect has been very great since 1949.
It is exactly this material success that seems to have
worried Chairman Mao and his more fervent followers.
There could be a danger, they saw, of abandoning the
original goal of pure communism and electing to follow

an easier route that would lead back towards a bourgeois
society of each for himself, the creation of a "bureaucratic elite," and rule by the marketplace. How to avoid
that trap? The Chinese see the Soviet Union as having
fallen into it so completely that "they no longer deserve
to be called communist."
It was in an effort to forestall this decadent or "revisionist" tendency that Chairman Mao, aided by his
wife, Chiang Ching, made another move in 1966. They
apparently wanted to revitalize the revolutionary theme,
and set into play a curious and complex sequence of
events that is still playing itself out in the center of the
stage—the Cultural Revolution. Naturally, we were
fascinated to learn the meaning of the revolution from
firsthand discussions, and we think it is fair to say that
a great many of its motivations are still obscure to us.
But it is not necessary to understand all the behind-thescenes forces at work in Peking and Shanghai to observe
what is happening among the workers, the peasants, and
the intellectuals whom we met.
Coming onto the scene in a more or less orderly
period in the spring of 1974, we found it hard to conceive of the extent of the upheaval that had occurred
beginning in 1966. That summer, with Mao's blessing,
some 130 million young Red Guards (middle school
and university students) were unleashed across the face
of China, their objective being to flush out the individuals with "revisionist" or "bourgeois" tendencies. Those
found to be thus impeding the progress of the Revolution were sent to May 7 schools, to work in rural
2 Figure from report of Comm. of Concerned Asian Scholars, China: Inside the People's Republic, p. 84 (see Bibliography).
2
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areas side by side with the peasants, and to have their
thinking remolded along more egalitarian lines. Many of
those we met had attended the May 7 schools, of which
they spoke with enthusiasm. But are these schools as benign as was depicted for us?
After a time, the youthful ardor of the Red Guards
themselves had to be contained. Late in the summer
of 1968, two years after they had first marched on Peking,
an estimated ten million of them also were sent to May
7 schools to be cooled off while "learning from the
people." We were told that the People's Liberation Army
played a major role in restoring order virtually unarmed,
relying mainly on the power of the words of Chairman
Mao. The violence that occurred was officially deplored
by Mao, who maintained that the struggle was for the
minds of the people.
Every school and institution in China was profoundly affected by the Cultural Revolution, second only
in impact to the Liberation itself. For Chairman Mao,
the move had apparently been a power play of high
risk; he banked on the support of the bulk of the common people in China, and he won. The price was
heavy, however. Every school in China closed down,
some for only six months, some like the Peking University for four years. Work was interrupted and factories were shut down.
Then everything started over, with worker, peasant,
and soldier at the core. The "Revolutionary Committees"
were born, those universal managerial councils with
representatives of the people, of the People's Liberation Army, and of party "cadres." These Revolutionary
Committees implement and guide action in each institution in China today.

To many of the intellectuals with whom we came in
contact (by this we mean professionals, university teachers and scientists, and government officials), the Cultural
Revolution must have marked an especially traumatic
restructuring of values, motives, and life-styles. This
change was never a subject of open complaint among
those we met, and in fact was described everywhere in
enthusiastic and glowing terms, and almost always embroidered with quotations from Chairman Mao. Of
course, we assume that those with whom we had discussions had met the test for political correctness.
So the Cultural Revolution was a means to revive the
earlier revolutionary spirit. Let us now trace some of the
implications of this Revolution that help to explain what
we heard and saw in China.
b. The revisionists
While the landlords and the foreign imperialists may be
the pre-Liberation villains, to the modern Chinese the
most dangerous people now seem to be the "revisionists." These are the people who are attempting to promote a new intellectual or bureaucratic elite, are encouraging a distinction between urban and rural life,
and are stressing theory over practice. Mao claims that
such practices lead China away from the goal of true
communism, which must be rooted in the strength
of the masses.
Since 1960, when the U.S.S.R. withdrew aid from
China, the Chinese have been especially prone to deplore the revisionist tendencies of the Soviet Union.
Stalin, who died in 1954, is seen by the Chinese as the
last of the great Russian revolutionary leaders. His
portrait hangs on many official walls and in Tien-an Men

FIG. 5. At the People's Commune of Shiu Hong (near Shanghai) we all meet under the everpresent portraits of the early prophets of Communism: Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin.
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Square in Peking, along with the other giants of the
Communist Revolution: Marx, Engels, and Lenin.
This intense and continuous attack against "revisionism," "elitism," and "bourgeois thinking" is illustrative
of the powerful mechanisms at work in controlling the
thought and behavior of the populace. Yet what do the
Chinese really think? Are they expressing the reasonable
belief that national unity of purpose can best be achieved
by a simplified "line," a practical necessity for a country so large and diverse as China, and long at the mercy
of fracturing elements both within and without? The
Western Mind, so grounded in diversity and outspoken
criticism of government and politics at all levels, remains ever-skeptical of so ordered an approach. One
can only wonder about the powerful indoctrinating
forces which have produced this unity of purpose and
thought at the sacrifice of self-interest and individual
expression. Once the nation's survival is assured, will the
people continue to be willing to pay this price, or will
they yearn for greater freedom and individuality?
We became accustomed to hearing the same set of
quotations from Chairman Mao at every new briefing,
quotations that by their repetition began to take on a
life of their own. They are symbols of the Cultural
Revolution, and one can see that they have been especially chosen from the omnipresent "Little Red
Book" (|Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung) to
counter any revisionist tendencies that might be reawakened as the standard of living in China continues
to rise.
c. Most familiar quotations from Chairman Mao
The Chairman Mao quotation which appears most frequently in our notes, taken down as we sought to capture
the carefully chosen words of each representative of the
local Revolutionary Committee explaining the history
and function of his organization, was self reliance and
hard struggle."
Thus, we were told that it was by being "inspired by
the principle of self reliance and hard struggle" that the
people of the communes built their networks of irrigation ditches, dams, and pumps to protect against drought
and flood; it was this teaching of Chairman Mao that inspired the scientists of the Institute of Atmospheric
Physics of the Academia Sinica to build their own weather satellite readout station, and then to go on to
build the more sophisticated equipment to read out the
Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) of the U.S.
Weather Satellites NOAA-2 and NOAA-3 (See Section 6).
We learned that this principle led the scientists in
the same Institute to build its elaborate rotating tank
system in a period of only six months (See Section 9).
There is clearly an important principle here that ties
getting the immediate job at hand done to the larger
thrust of the Cultural Revolution, and it is appropriate
to turn to the Little Red Book (Chapter 21) for clarification in the words of Chairman Mao himself: "To win
country-wide victory is only the first step in a long
e(

march of ten thousand li (three li equal one mile). . . .
The Chinese revolution is great, but the road after the
revolution will be longer, the work greater and more
arduous. This must be made clear now in the Party.
The comrades must be helped to remain modest, prudent
and free from arrogance and rashness in their style of
plain living and hard struggle."
We were soon to learn that there was another guiding
principle of Chairman Mao that had a great influence
on the thinking of our Chinese colleagues. It can be
termed the principle of "learning from the people."
Closely related to this is the more general principle of
"combining practice and theory," or "the unity of
theory and practice." Again we can better understand the
thrust of this pair of principles by turning to the words
of Chairman Mao, words that must be so very familiar
to nearly every Chinese (Little Red Book, Chapter 33):
"In order to have a real grasp of Marxism, one must
learn it not only from books, but mainly through class
struggle, through practical work and close contact
with the masses of workers and peasants. When, in addition to reading some Marxist books, our intellectuals
have gained some understanding through close contact
with the masses of workers and peasants and through
their own practical work, we will all be speaking the
same language, not only the common language of patriotism and the common language of the socialist system, but
probably even the common language of the communist
world outlook. If that happens, all of us will certainly
work much better."
Another quotation from Chairman Mao that relates
directly to educators and students is this, taken from his
essay on "Reform Our Study," written in 1941 (Selected
Works, Vol. Ill): ". . . that is to say, they (the backsliders or revisionists) violate the fundamental principle
earnestly enjoined on us by Marx, Engels, Lenin, and
Stalin, the unity of theory and practice. Having violated
this principle they insert an opposite principle of their
own, the separation of theory from practice. . . . Thus
a perverse mentality has been created among many
students; instead of showing an interest in China's problems and taking the Party's directives seriously, they give
all their hearts to the supposedly eternal and immutable
dogmas learned from their teachers." (Teachers everywhere could do well to ponder this statement of Chairman Mao.)
These quotations of Chairman Mao are not the rhetoric of the politician (in the American sense) but the
marching orders of the leader of 800 million people, and
the Red Guards of the Cultural Revolution have insisted that they be carried out by every person and every
organization. We learned how the Central Meteorological
Bureau was carrying it out by closer attention to the
needs of Chinese agriculture and industry. At the level
of the county and the commune the old proverbs and
folk beliefs of the peasants and the fishermen were being
studied and used by the local weather forecasters. (We
will have more to say about this in Section 5.)
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At the Peking University, Professors Chou Pei-yuan
and Chang Mien-chang (speaking fluent English, since
both were educated in the U.S.) told us how the University's Education Revolutionary Group was striving
to reorganize the University in response to the Cultural
Revolution and to eradicate the revisionist line, the
main thrust being to include workers, peasants, and
soldiers in the direction of higher education (through a
program of criticism and self-criticism) and to combine education with productive labor. (Again, we will
have more to say about this in Section 10.)
This discussion of the relationship between theory and
practice in China will, of course, strike a responsive chord
in American scientists who have been noting the trend,
as expressed in the patterns of governmental support,
away from "basic" science toward "relevant" or "applied" science. In China the proponents of relevant research seem to be in the lead by a large margin—though,
to be sure, at Peking University we were told that 15 to
25% of the total research was "basic," depending on
the department. It will be interesting to see how all of
this turns out after the next generation of graduate
students and teachers is produced.
We would like to close our discussion of the influence
of Chairman Mao's sayings on Chinese thinking by one
more quotation that seems to be the one to which scientists most often turn. For example, the late Dr. Chu
Ko-chen, former Vice-President of the Academia Sinica
(a graduate of Harvard, where he studied, among other
things, meteorology and climatology under C. F. Brooks),
in his scholarly article on "A Preliminary Study on the
Climatic Fluctuations during the Last 5,000 Years in
China" (1973) introduces the subject by a brief recap of
the anti-imperialism and anti-feudalism movement that
started in 1919, the progress since the Liberation of
China in 1949, and the thought that "the teachings of
Chairman Mao Tse-tung have set free the bonds of
authoritarianism of the senior scientists (he was over 80
himself when he wrote this), and a new generation of
young men of science has begun to sprout up which
makes the prospect of future advancement of science
full of promise." Then he goes on to quote this notable
saying from Chairman Mao (to be found in the Little
Red Book, Chapter 22): "In the fields of the struggle for
production and scientific experiment, mankind makes
constant progress and nature undergoes constant change;
they never remain at the same level. Therefore, man
has constantly to sum up experience and go on discovering, inventing, creating, and advancing. Ideas of stagnation, pessimism, inertia and complacency are all wrong.
They are wrong because they agree neither with the
historical facts of social development over the past million years, nor with the historical facts of nature so
far known to us (i.e., nature as revealed in the history
of celestial bodies, the earth, life, and other natural
phenomena)."
3

3 A popularized account of Chu-Ko-chen's ideas, taken
from China Pictorial, appears on page 1347.

Incidentally, this same saying of Chairman Mao was
displayed in both Chinese and English at the Canton
Commodities Fair, and one does not have to read very
far in the modern Chinese scientific literature before
coming across an allusion to it.
d. Criticism of Lin Piao, Confucius, and bourgeois music
About a year ago, a new aspect of the Cultural Revolution surfaced and was discussed at length in the world
press. It was the campaign guided by Chairman Mao and
his Central Committee, to criticize Mao's former colleague and Defense Minister, Lin Piao (who, it is said,
died in a plane crash as he was fleeing to the Soviet
Union after his unsuccessful coup d'etat) and the philosopher Confucius (551-479 B.C.). This criticism seems
at times to have included other targets such as Bach,
Beethoven, and Mozart. This was a deadly serious affair,
as we learned, and a vast amount of time and energy
seems to have gone into preparing posters, writings,
mass meetings, forums, smaller discussion groups, and
so forth. It is still going on, and we were frequently reminded that it was one of the activities engaging the
attention of most of our Chinese friends.
What can it mean, this campaign to criticize a fallen
comrade and an ancient philosopher? Speculation among
the "China watchers" seems generally concerned with the
shifts of key people of the Communist Party structure,
notably some of the top generals, because they have been
adherents of Lin Piao or Confucius. The late Edgar
Snow, a personal friend of Mao, sees the move as
designed by Mao to invoke his enormous personal prestige and popularity and use it as a major weapon to

FIG. 6. Mr. Tsou Ching-meng, a Deputy Director of the
Central Meteorological Bureau, who accompanied our delegation for almost its entire stay in China.
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recover his full authority. Also, it is an effective device for
maintaining the thrust of the "continuous Revolution."
This is how our constant companion Mr. Tsou Chingmeng (Fig. 6), a man whose breadth of knowledge of
China's past and present we learned to greatly respect,
explained it to us on our first full day in China, as we
sat over a picnic lunch at the foot of the Great Wall.
These are not Tsou's exact words, but his main points
were clearly stated: Confucius was the child of a slave,
but his children became landlords. He stood for the
slave system, and opposed the feudal system that was
developing at the time. He tried everything to turn
back the tide of history, and created a very reactionary theory on class structure which taught that the
highest class of people are born to knowledge and
prestige, and that such people should scorn productive
labor. In later generations the feudalists found the
Confucian theories useful to paralyze the people and
consolidate their control. All reactionary rulers have
made use of Confucius' theory, Mr. Tsou said—including
the traitor, Lin Piao. (This subject came up when we
visited Peking University and spoke with Dr. Chou Peiyuan. See Section 10.)
Dick Reed then noted that Bach, Beethoven, and
Mozart were being criticized also, and said that we do
not view the work of such composers as belonging in the
political realm. Mr. Tsou replied that the Chinese were
not criticizing the composers as persons, for no one is

completely faulty, but criticizing their music as being
bourgeois. Music cannot be separated from politics, even
though musicians may not be aware that they are
creating a political expression. An artist is always the
product of his time. Thus, he concluded, European music
is taken as a representation of bourgeois decadency.
Do the people get to hear western music, including
rock and roll, and decide for themselves? someone asked.
We do not stand for that sort of thing, said Mr. Tsou.
When we think about how best to serve the people, we
do not let anything in that will not be good for them.
Thus, no dancing that is influenced by the bourgeois is
allowed. Of course, we do have dancing that inspires the
people, such as in Tibet where they dance to express
their appreciation to Chairman Mao. And in the Army
they dance to express feelings about foreign invaders and
life in the Army. In factories they work to build up their
affirmation of the people's part in the revolution. We
only stand for a progressive role, and oppose all obstacles
to advancing history.
What about love songs? Among young people, he said
talking of love is quite popular, but it does not constitute
a major part of their life. There are some lyric folksongs
that express this kind of sentiment, but there are many
more that express an appreciation for socialism.
If Mr. Tsou had intended to impress his American
friends with the seriousness and dedication of the revolutionary spirit in China he did a very good job on that

FIG. 7. Headquarters of the Central Meteorological Bureau in Peking.
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first afternoon. He also alerted us to the need, as we
have said, to accept new meanings for some words and
concepts if we were going to gain any comprehension
of China and its people.
4. Organization of meteorology in China

The People's Republic of China must be one of the
world's best organized countries. Everything we saw,
from the way the communes and factories operated to
the way our visit was scheduled throughout our stay,
spoke to us of careful planning and a clear assignment of authority at each level. Yet we must confess that
there are gaps in our understanding of the way meteorology is organized in China. Nevertheless, we kept asking questions, and this is the picture that emerged.
Political power ultimately resides in the Central Committee of the Communist Party, located in Peking and
presided over by Chairman Mao Tse-tung. There is
also the State Council (i.e., the Cabinet) and the National People's Congress, the former apparently being
the top administrative body of the government. It is
to the State Council that the Central Meteorological
Bureau of Peking reports.
The Director (or Principal Responsible Person) of the
Central Meteorological Bureau (CMB) is a man whom we

never met, Jao Hsing. His predecessor as Director was
Meng Ping. It was stated that the Director was not a
technical person and was concerned with internal domestic and administrative affairs.
On the morning of 26 April, our last day in Peking,
our usual cavalcade of horn-blowing cars rushed the
men of the delegation to the Headquarters of the CMB
and its National Weather Center and Research Institute
(Figs. 7 and 8). The Chinese Meteorological Society is
also located in that "campus." There, after the usual
tea was poured all around, and the opening pleasantries
were cheerfully completed, Mr. Chang Nei-chao, Deputy
Director, prepared to brief us on the CMB. (See Fig. 9.)
There was one thing to attend to before the main
business of the day, and that was the presentation to
Mr. Chang and his colleagues by Ken Spengler of a set of
representative AMS publications, including A Century
of Weather Progress, a Meteorological Monograph, some
recent conference proceedings, samples of all our journals
(including, of course, the newly acquired Monthly Weather Review), a brochure on the AMS Headquarters in
Boston, a book The Unclean Sky by L. Battan, etc.
These were gratefully received. (Earlier Ken Spengler
had presented another set of AMS publications to the
Academia Sinica.)

FIG. 8. The American delegation poses on the steps of the Central Meteorological Bureau. On either side of Dave Johnson are
Tsou Ching-meng and Chang Nai-chao.
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FIG. 9. Our principal host, Mr. Chang Nai-chao, Deputy Director of the Central Meteorological Bureau and Acting President
of the Chinese Meteorological Society, with Mrs. Chang, a hospital administrator. She was the only meteorologist's wife whom
we met.
Mr. Chang (speaking through translator Chin Kuei)
began by stating that great progress had been achieved
generally since the Liberation in political, cultural, scientific, and technological matters under the leadership of
the Central Party and Chairman Mao. As for meteorological activity, in China it goes back some 3000
years, but in the old China the course of meteorology
"suffered from reactionary forces and achieved little real
progress." For example, at the time of the Liberation in
1949 the Communist Party took over a meteorological
service with only 70 surface observation stations and one
upper air station. During the Kuomintang rule meteorology was divided among various agencies, such as three
private aviation companies, the army, and several other
departments. It was only after the Liberation that the
people began to run the meteorological stations for
themselves.
As for the present arrangement, Chang continued,
there are separate offices for meteorology, hydrology, and
oceanography; furthermore, there is a separation between
the civilian service and the weather service of the armed
forces. Some other organizations have specialized meteorological services of their own, such as the salt-making

industry, forestry, and civil aviation, but the CMB does
give these groups technical guidance. The CMB supervises the synoptic station network throughout the country. Its overall function, he added, is to serve the
socialist Revolution and socialist construction.
Regarding the levels of administration of meteorology
in China, there is first the CMB that is the central organization, headquartered in Peking. Second, there are the
29 autonomous regions, municipalities, and provinces.
"There will be 30," added Chang, "after the liberation of
Taiwan." Third, there are more than 200 district (or
sub-provincial) offices. Fourth, there are the counties,
each of which, generally speaking, has at least one weather station, except in remote regions. In addition to
these four levels run by the government, a number of
the people's communes have their own weather station
(as we learned later for ourselves, when we visited the
Ping Chou Commune).
A county station may be a synoptic station that reports regularly to the network, or it may be a climatological station, depending on the situation. There are about
500 synoptic stations in China, and more than 100 upper
air stations—some new ones are just going in—which
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operate under standards set by the CMB, but are managed by the provincial level.
It is at the county level that service is given to the
people's communes, because it is the policy to run
the service "by and for the broad masses of the people."
In the communes themselves the weather men and
women do not belong to the CMB, but are often sparetime meteorologists.
Technically speaking, the CMB is responsible for technical guidance, while financial, administrative, and political matters are the responsibility of the government at
provincial and district levels. Weather services at each
lower level have a dual responsibility, and must respond
to requests of the local Revolutionary Committee for
observations and services and to the CMB for observations for national use. Thus, the CMB usually chooses the
location of the main (synoptic) stations, but climatological stations are located to meet local requirements.
Each station, both synoptic and climatological, provides
forecasts as well as observations. These detailed forecasts at the county level are based on information from
the provincial weather center, where maps are drawn,
combined with the specialized knowledge of the local
forecaster. (As we learned later, this communication between provincial centers and district or county stations
is generally by telephone.)
To gain this specialized local knowledge some meteorological research must be done at the synoptic and
climatological stations, in order to make the local forecast more accurate. The reason supplementary (local)
forecasts are necessary is that the central and provincial
forecast centers cannot take into consideration all the
details of the terrain, and the local forecasters know
their situation better. The local forecasters also assimilate
the wisdom of the peasants and veteran fishermen, who
have lived there for hundreds of years and have more
knowledge of some things than the meteorologists.
Chang went on to say that the meteorological service
of the government "is the eyes and ears of the people,
and must be under the command of the brain. Blind
people walking with sticks are not as good as those who
see with their own eyes." Thus, in the field of agricultural production it is the peasants who know what kind
of weather is helpful or harmful. In order to serve agriculture better the meteorologists carry out investigations (learn from the people) throughout the country.
The counties in the southern part of the country in particular want more meteorological posts. (This point of
view is illustrated very well in Section 5 on Weather
Forecasting.)
Regarding the training of meteorologists, said Chang,
this is done mostly in universities and institutes, and also
by seminars and short courses conducted in the provinces.
(We will not detail all the information given by Chang
here, since it is covered in the Section 11 on Meteorological Education.)
As for instruments and equipment, meteorological instrumentation was generally made abroad before the

Liberation, but since then the instruments have been
made in China. (We noted that some of the foreignmade instruments are still in use, such as Japanese and
British radars.)
Research is encouraged at every level; it is carried out
in each provincial, county, and local station, a process
of summing up their experiences. All forecasters must
know something about research in order to make good
forecasts.
Turning now to the Central Meteorological Bureau
(CMB) itself, this is made up of functional departments,
institutes, and administration. Administration is handled
by the General Office. There are departments of the
headquarters that deal with the following functions:
Operational Meteorology, Telecommunications and Observations, Instruments and Equipment, and Finance.
Apparently, at this time the departments do not necessarily carry these functional names, and we gathered
that they are being (or have been recently) reorganized.
We, therefore, did not obtain any of the names of the
department heads, nor anything resembling an organization chart.
Then there are the following institutional organizations in the CMB:
National Weather Center, which collects and analyzes current data and makes forecasts for the whole
country (See Section 5 on Weather Forecasting).
Research Institute, where the major activities are
synoptic meteorology, climatology, cloud physics, weather modification, and instrument development and
improvement. It also provides standard or benchmark instruments for calibrating field instruments
and making special observations.
Data Office, for collecting, archiving, and publishing data.
In the CMB Headquarters there are more than 1000
people, mostly located on this Peking "campus." Including all four levels of the civil meteorological services,
there are more than 20,000 full time people, plus about
7000 part time people. The 20,000 number does not include those serving other agencies having specialized
weather services.
Although China has achieved much since the Liberation, said Chang, we must recognize that China is one
of the "developing countries," so there are still gaps in
personnel and equipment. Take Northwest China, for
example, where there are fewer stations because it is so
far away; and take the high altitude stations (4000 m
high, some of them) with very hard living conditions
and water having to be carried up to them. Research is
under way on automatic weather stations, but there are
not sufficient numbers—they could be used to relieve
some personnel. [Later at the Canton Commodities Fair
we saw one of their automatic weather stations, whose
placard stated that it could measure temperature, wind
(speed and direction), pressure, humidity, and accumulated precipitation, and transmit the data by radio for
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more than 200 km over a three-month period. See
Fig. 10.]
Dave Johnson pointed out then that the new Japanese
geostationary meteorological satellite will have the capability of interrogating such remote stations, and wondered
whether the Chinese were interested in taking advantage
of this capability. Chang replied that their policy was

one of self-reliance, but that this does not mean that
they would not take every advantage of learning from
other countries.
What about a Chinese meteorological satellite? Johnson asked. Surely we want a weather satellite, said
Chang, since the CMB is already a big user of weather
satellite data. We have the intention, and we will have

FIG. 10. This automatic weather station, under development, was on display at the Canton
Commodities Fair. See text for a description of its capabilities, as stated on the placard in front
of it. Some other weather equipment is described in Section 7.
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such a satellite. It is a cooperative effort among different departments; the CMB will be the "user." We
cannot say definitely when it will be, but when it is in
space you will know.
To this Mr. Tsou Ching-meng added: As required by
the socialist Revolution, our meteorologists are compelled to catch up to the developed countries, and we
must exert every effort to do this.
Following this general briefing we were guided through
several parts of the CMB, including the APT satellite
readout station, the Forecast Center, the extended forecast laboratory, the computer room, and so forth. There
was some opportunity during this visit to have conversations with various individuals along the way; these
are generally covered in the sections that follow. We
regretted that the morning was so short we could not
learn still more about the many things going on there
in the heart of the Chinese civilian weather service.
5. Weather forecasting

Routine weather prediction is carried out at all levels
in the previously described organizational structure of
the civil meteorological services. At the national level
there exists within the Central Meteorological Bureau in
Peking a National Weather Center which has the
responsibility of providing guidance material to lower
echelon organizations. Provincial (and some district)

offices prepare weather maps and issue public forecasts.
Supplementary forecasts are made at county level stations
and at commune weather posts. These are essentially forecasts handed down from above but modified according
to local rules, needs, and experience. Because of a lack
of facilities for real time data exchange, synoptic map
analysis is not carried out at most of the lower stations.
However, weather observations are taken for climatological purposes at virtually all stations.
Prognoses are made primarily by conventional synoptic
methods. However, 500-mb barotropic prognoses are
prepared routinely by computer at the National Weather Center in Peking. The data used in making
analyses and prognoses at the large centers are gathered
from the entire Northern Hemisphere or substantial
portions thereof. The data density is particularly high
in China, where there exists a network of about 500
surface stations and more than 100 upper air stations.
Some weather radar observations are available, and extensive use is made of meteorological satellite data (see
section 6).
During our stay we visited the National Weather
Center at Peking, a provincial center at Shanghai, a
county station at Chiating (about 20 mi from Shanghai),
and a weather post at the Ping Chou Commune (about
30 mi from Canton). We did not visit a district center.
The current state of development of weather prediction

FIG. 11. Prof. Tao Shi-yen of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Academia Sinica, and Mr. Lo Chih-pin,
Deputy Chief, Forecast Office, CMB.
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FIG. 12. Computer Center of the Central Meteorological Bureau with its DJS-6 electronic computer. To the left is the 160
line-per-minute printer and in the center is a smaller printer with an electric fan to cool it. The electronics are in the cabinets
at the back.

in China can perhaps best be conveyed by describing the
activities we observed at each of the places visited.
a. National Weather Center
Synoptic data are collected here from the entire Northern Hemisphere, and some hemispheric analyses (surface
and 500 mb) are made on a twice daily basis. However
the coverage of most of the standard level charts is
limited to the eastern half of the hemisphere 0°-180°
longitude). The quality of the plotting and analysis—all
manually done—is excellent. (The Forecast Office Deputy
Chief, Lo Chih-pin, is shown with another of our Peking
hosts, Prof. Tao Shi-yen, in Fig. 11.)
Prognostic charts are prepared both by conventional
methods and by numerical weather prediction. Analyses
and prognoses are transmitted to outlying stations by
teletypewriter and radio with use of coded messages.
Facsimile transmission is planned for the future. Some
facsimile equipment is already being used for special
purposes—for example, at several locations for reception,

of APT satellite information, and at Shanghai for reception of weather maps from the Tokyo weather central.
The method used in making numerical weather predictions is described in a recent article by Cheng and Tu
(1973). This is a combined dynamical-statistical method
which employs observations over a period of time rather
than at a single initial instant, as in a purely dynamical
forecast. The numerical model represents the combined effort of scientists from the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academia Sinica, Peking University, and the Central Meteorological Bureau.
Only 500-mb barotropic forecasts are currently being
made operationally. The forecasts cover the eastern half
of the hemisphere and extend to 96 hours. However, results for the first 48 hours only are broadcast. The input
data are manually extracted from plotted maps at grid
points spaced about 400 km apart. The output data are
manually plotted and analyzed. An automatic plotter
was available and functioning, but was not being used
routinely because pf the shaky appearance of the lines.
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FIG. 13. New magnetic drums storage units being checked
and installed in the CMB's DJS-6 computer.
The computer employed in making the forecasts is the
DJS-6 (also called Model 108, 2nd type) manufactured
in Shanghai (Figs. 12 and 13). This computer performs
50,000-70,000 operations per second, has a 32,000-word
core memory plus drum storage (16,000 words per drum)
and a 48-bit word length. It requires nearly two hours to
carry out a 96-hour barotropic forecast. We understand
that considerably faster computers have been built,
but that there is no immediate prospect of one being
made available for meteorological purposes. Data input
and output for forecasting are made by paper tape. A
160 line-per-minute printer is used in compiling climatic
data.
Normally the prediction model operates on data extracted from a sequence of three maps. Except in the
tropics, however, there appears little gain from use of
the extra maps. Verification statistics indicate that the
RMS error in geopotential is only slightly higher than
in the U.S. The comparison is based on figures given by
Haltiner (1971).
The National Weather Center also contains a Long
Range Forecast Section which prepares 5-day, 10-day and
monthly forecasts of mean conditions. The forecasts
are not quantitative but merely indicate trends or deviations from the climatological mean. It has proved difficult to define a satisfactory standard for verification.
However, it is claimed that the forecasts are definitely
superior to climatology. Circulation indices, trend charts,
analogs, and statistical methods (regression and spectral
analysis) form the basis of the longer range forecasts.
b. Shanghai Weather Central
The center is located in the building which formerly
housed the Zi-ka-wei Observatory. Its area of responsibility is Shanghai and vicinity and the adjacent seas.
Forecast service is provided in five ways: First, through

radio broadcasts made four times daily over Shanghai
radio and twice daily from coastal stations for foreign
and domestic shipping. Second, through the news media
(forecasts for today and tomorrow). Third, by telephone;
both automatic and direct answering services are available. Industrial, construction, and agricultural interests
are important recipients of direct advice. Service is also
supplied by "mobile weather stations." These are teams
of forecasters, observers, and plotters that are stationed
aboard mother vessels of fishing fleets for on-the-spot
advice. Finally, written reports providing extended range
predictions are sent to various government departments.
Forecasters visit harbors, factories, and communes to become better acquainted with user requirements and
thereby improve their services.
The maps analyzed at the Shanghai office cover the
eastern half of the hemisphere (from Europe to the
central Pacific). Manually drawn, they are of high quality. They also received analysis and prediction charts
by radio-facsimile from Tokyo. Conventional synoptic
techniques are currently employed in making forecasts.
We were taken, however, to a newly constructed building
nearby in which a DJS-6 computer, similar to the one in
Peking, was being installed. Numerical predictions will
soon be made on this computer. It was not explained
how the numerical products would differ, if at all, from
those now being obtained from the National Weather
Center.
Equipment for receiving APT satellite imagery was in
routine use at the Shanghai Weather Central.
c. Chiating County Weather Station
County weather stations provide several types of services
to the communes in their areas. Among these services is
the issuance of supplementary weather forecasts, that is,
modified versions of the regional forecast broadcast by
radio from the nearest large center. Modifications are
based on a knowledge of the effects of terrain and other
local features, on detailed observations made by observers at the stations and at the communes, on local
weather lore and proverbs, and specialized needs of the
county. Lately, the Chiating station, directed by Mr.
Yu Yung-chien, has been developing statistical methods
of prediction. Sets of predictors derived from physical
reasoning are used to predict probability of precipitation
by a multiple regression technique. So far 17 predictors
have been tested.
The use of proverbs is taken quite seriously. This is
understandable in view of the great emphasis that is
placed in all facets of Chinese society on learning from
the workers and peasants. However, at Chiating the
proverbs are not accepted uncritically, according to Yu.
For example, one proverb known to the peasants states
that a dry period will ensue if a bluish-white arc crosses
the sky from west to east as the sun is setting. Upon
checking this proverb, it was found to be most reliable
when the wind is southeasterly and the subtropical high
is well developed. Another proverb states that if the
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clouds look like a castle (cumuliform towers?) showers are
sure to come. Testing of this proverb revealed that it was
generally reliable and that the showers would be heavier
if the tops grew rapidly and dissolved. When such clouds
are seen in conjunction with lenticular clouds, a large
rainfall rather than showers is likely to ensue. Close
watchers of the sky will agree that these proverbs could
have validity.
The forecasts at the county station are strongly geared
to the agricultural activities carried out in the area.
Advice is given on the suitability of weather conditions
for seed planting and spreading of insecticides. Careful
attention is given to the danger of high temperatures
during the milking stage of rice and of low temperatures
in the late stages of development. The issuance of warnings of late frosts, typhoons, rainstorms, and cold waves is
also a vital function of the county station. Forecasts are
made three to five times daily—more often during
severe weather—by cable broadcasts through loudspeaker
systems in the peasants' living quarters and in the fields.
d. Weather post at the Ping Chow Commune
A commune weather post can be regarded in many respects as a satellite station of the county weather station. There are usually several communes in a county

FIG. 14. Lee Yu-shia (her name means "Jade-like-twilight"),
meteorologist for the Ping Chou Commune near Canton, is
shown with her wind and rain flower.

but not all have weather posts; this choice is made by
each commune and such posts are supported by the commune. For example in Chiating County there are 19
communes and only 8 weather posts. The main task of
the posts is to serve agricultural production. Supplementary weather forecasts are made as part of this service.
The bright young lady who operated the Ping Chou
weather post, Lee Yu-shia, gave us a fascinating account of her forecast techniques (Fig. 14). Her enthusiasm and resourcefulness no doubt compensate in considerable measure for her meager scientific background
and training, which was a junior middle school education
(probably equivalent to a junior high school education)
followed by meteorological training at the nearby county
weather station. The starting point for her forecasts was
the twice daily briefings she received by telephone from
forecasters at the county weather station. She also monitored the forecasts broadcast from the provincial office in
Canton. With this information as a base, she then formulated the forecast, taking due account of local observations, terrain features, and particularly of weather lore
taught her by the peasants.
She was an apt pupil, regaling us with her knowledge
of folk meteorology (Fig. 15). Typical of the proverbs
she recited are the following: When dragonflies hover
low and in concentration, a moderate amount of rain
will follow. Or, when crabs walk on the road, a large
amount of rain will fall within a day or two. She was
an astute observer of phenological phenomena. Chickens,
flowers, pigs and many other living plants and creatures
had meteorological messages to convey. In her office was
a tank containing two fish of a species which she said
become active when a change of weather is imminent
(Fig. 16). Outside her office grew a grass called "rain
and wind flower." She informed us that when this blossoms after a dry period, rain is in store. On the day of
our visit its yellow and white flower was wide open. The
next day it rained. Though it was the beginning of the
rainy season, we decided to respect the "rain and wind
flower" nonetheless.
In the event of approaching severe weather, it is the
responsibility of the observer at the weather post to put
through phone calls to the commune headquarters and to
the various production brigades (Fig. 17). Long range
outlooks are also provided the brigades to assist them in
their planning. The basis of the long range forecasts
was not clear, though it seemed that climatological data
played an important role.
e. Concluding remarks on weather prediction
The foregoing account of the state of weather prediction in China deals almost exclusively with meteorological practice. We have had very little to say about research
in weather prediction. From what we were shown there
is little to report. Some applied research is carried out
within the various operational forecast units. An example
of this is the preparation of statistical forecast diagrams
at the Chiating County weather station.
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FIG. 15. One of Lee Yu-shia's handpainted posters illustrating weather proverbs of the
peasants. The proverb here is, in brief, that the spider dislikes wind and rain, both of which
harm her web, so she spins it when good weather is ahead.
As regards numerical weather prediction, we were informed that scientists at the Academia Sinica had been
doing research in this field since 1956 (see review by
Blumen and Washington, 1973). But we were given
few facts concerning their progress beyond the information that they had contributed, with scientists from
Peking University and the Central Meteorological Bureau, to the development of the present operational
prediction model. As already pointed out, this is a
500-mb, barotropic model (Cheng and Tu, 1973).
Despite the apparently limited research activity and

the various technical deficiencies noted, we feel that operational weather prediction in China is capable of
meeting the needs of the P.R.C. in most respects. Synoptic and climatological weather observations of good
quality are being gathered from a dense network of stations. Satellite pictures are being received and utilized
regularly at a number of locations. Picture quality is excellent. Weather radars are in use, though to a lesser
degree than in some of the more developed nations. The
state of the art in numerical prediction is behind that in
many nations, but the capability of making operational
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FIG. 16. Small fish in a large glass jar in Lee Yu-shia's office are active when a change in
weather is occurring (or about to occur).
predictions has been demonstrated. The speed of the
available computers is probably the primary factor
governing the rate of advance in numerical prediction.
The lack of a facsimile network somewhat impedes
the internal flow of weather information. However, we
saw good quality facsimile equipment in operation, so
it will probably be only a matter of time before this deficiency is remedied. Meanwhile there is no evidence that
user services are suffering from the dependency on less

modern communication facilities. Indeed, it is likely that
the great effort put into learning and satisfying user
needs helps to compensate for this and other technological shortcomings. As noted previously, meteorologists
are at work on agricultural communes and on ships at
sea as part of the effort to provide the user with firsthand weather advice.
The emphasis placed on weather lore at the smaller
stations may seem to many a sign of backwardness, as it
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FIG. 17. Lee Yu-shia escorted her visitors to her well located
and well equipped weather station in a rice field. Instrument shelter and raingage are at left, anemometer mast is
built to withstand typhoon winds.

tions—it probably is at least 40. For example, in Peking
there is an operating APT receiver at four locations: the
Central Meteorological Bureau, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, Peking University, and the civil aviation meteorological facility at the airport. It is our understanding
that each provincial weather center, 29 in number, has
an APT receiver. Presumably other receivers are used
by some of the specialized and military weather services,
and by other universities and institutes.
The operational units we saw were manufactured by
the Shanghai Toy Factory. They appeared to be well
made and were all solid state. A helical antenna is used.
The display device also is of Chinese manufacture and
is adapted from a newspaper wire-photo receiver. It
looks very similar to the Muirhead drum-in-a-cassette
type display used by the U.S. National Environmental
Satellite Service (NESS) to produce its satellite images.
While this type of display requires the use of a photographic darkroom for loading and processing the film,
the resulting quality is much better than that available
in many of our National Weather Service forecast offices.
The Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academia
Sinica has a major receiving equipment and applica-

did to some of us. However, given the circumstances
under which this ancient art is practiced, we believe that
it probably has some beneficial aspects. In compiling the
rules and proverbs, the forecaster has a unique opportunity to get to know his client and his client's needs for
meteorological information. And the use of weather lore
stimulates the forecaster's interest in and attention to
local weather phenomena. It is doubtful if he or she is
ever guilty of failing to look out the window before making the forecast. However, should this devotion to folklore diminish attention to more modern practices, it
could prove counter-productive.
In summary, from the standpoint of meeting user
requirements, it is likely that practical weather prediction in China ranks close to that in some of the advanced nations. Technologically a gap exists, but the
ability to develop all types of advanced technology has
been demonstrated. Thus we may anticipate that the gap
will narrow steadily. The picture regarding research and
development in weather prediction is not so clear; to
some of us it seemed less than adequate. Possibly some
changes in present policies and emphases will be required if basic research is to flourish and further advances are to be made in meteorology.
6. Use of weather satellite data

Extensive use is being made throughout China of cloud
pictures received from United States satellites via the
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system. Although
we did not learn the total number of APT receivers
in China—they are used by several different organiza-

FIG. 18. Antenna and preamplifier-down converter to
receive Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) images
broadcast by the NOAA satellites. The receiving system was
constructed in the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the
Academia Sinica in Peking. Mr. Kong Tien-ye was involved
in its design and construction.
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FIG. 19. The display device (left) and part of the VHRR receiving equipment at the Institute.
The persons shown are, left to right, Tao Shih-yen, Hau Yu-kuei and Kong Tien-ye.
tions development program under the leadership of
Tao Shih-yen, a synoptic meteorologist. He also works
closely with the Central Meteorological Bureau on satellite data applications. (See Fig. 11.) The Institute's satellite applications program was initiated in 1969; thus, the
development and operational application has been very
rapid.
We were most excited to see experimental equipment
at the Institute for the reception and display of direct
broadcast signals from the Very High Resolution Radiometers (VHRR) on the current NOAA satellite series.
(The VHRR images have a resolution of one kilometer
in both the visible and infrared channels.) The antenna,
preamplifier-down converter, and 10.7 MHz receiver
were fabricated in the Institute. Power supplies and signal generator (1.3 to 4 GHz) were manufactured items;
the display device was a modified wirephoto recorder. A
parabolic antenna 2.5 m in diameter is used. An uncooled parametric amplifier with a noise temperature of
250K is used in the preamplifier. The display device
has a resolution of 218 lines per centimeter. See Figs.
18 and 19.
The VHRR receiving equipment was completed in
October 1973; thus, it is certainly one of the first operating stations in the world. We were very impressed with
the high quality of the images. No decision has been
made yet to manufacture such equipment for use in
the weather services; this would follow the development
of prototype hardware suitable for routine field use.
So far, the application of satellite data is in the field of
synoptic meteorology. The pictures appear to be used
directly in forecast preparation and also influence map

analysis in regions with few conventional observations.
Some of the U.S. National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) technical reports on picture interpretation
have been published in Chinese for national use.
The Chinese expressed great interest in our latest applications of satellite data to meteorology and our plans
for the future. China's current activity in developing
plans for their own meteorological satellite is also certainly a strong indication of the high priority they place
on this field of specialization.
7. Cloud physics, weather modification, and
radar meteorology

As in the other realms of atmospheric science, the limited
research in those areas of cloud physics which were described to us is aimed largely at obtaining results of
potential practical use. While we have little knowledge
of the extent of cloud physics and weather modification research prior to 1966, the year the Cultural Revolution began, the present effort certainly seems to have
been impeded by the elimination of university graduate
programs and any research lacking visible practical
goals. In any case, the research programs must be viewed
in the context of the substantial upheaval in all of
academic life which has occurred since the start of the
Cultural Revolution.
We might note at the outset that the only two scientists previously known to us from the literature, Dr.
Ko Shin-sho (Central Meteorological Bureau, Peking) in
cloud physics and Lee Chi-chen (Peking University, Department of Geophysics) in radar meteorology, had both
died within the last two years, the former at age 82.
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FIG. 20. From left to right, Dr. Yeh Tu-cheng, Dave Atlas and Mr. Huang Mei-yen. The
latter is responsible person for weather modification of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics
of the Academia Sinica.
Some research in cloud physics was underway at adjacent regions. The aircraft instrumentation consists
Peking University, but our visit there was too brief to of an ordinary meteorograph. Raindrop spectra were
measured using dyed filter paper, but it was not clear
determine the extent of this effort. All we saw there was
whether this was done in flight or on the ground. While
a laboratory experiment on the freezing of supercooled
no rainfall statistics were quoted, the work was condrops. Cloud physics and weather modification were
listed as one of the five major research areas of the In- sidered promising. In particular, Mr. Cheng noted that
the raindrop spectrum broadened about 15 minutes after
stitute for Atmospheric Physics of the Academia Sinica;
however, the actual program in hail suppression ap- seeding. While this is only one factor, and the results
have not been analyzed objectively, it was suggestive of
peared modest and had only recently begun. (We will
the effectiveness of seeding.
return to this program later.)
A somewhat larger program involving the seeding of
Mr. Cheng also noted that some dry ice seeding experiwarm cumulus congestus clouds in Hunan Province of
ments in cold clouds were also conducted in northern
southern China is being conducted by the Research In- and north-western China in the spring, when rainfall is
stitute of the Central Meteorological Bureau (CMB).
most needed. The clouds were associated with cyclonic
Because Mr. Kuo En-ming, the director, was in the field
systems and the supercooled water was not abundant.
we were unable to get first hand information from
Evaluation was very difficult because of the sparse rainhim, but Mr. Cheng Chun-shu, responsible for opera- gage network in the mountainous regions of the experitional technical affairs at the headquarters of the CMB,
ment. The program has been discontinued because the
briefed one of us (Atlas) on the program in the absence
results were not very encouraging and "such seeding was
of Mr. Kuo. The goal is to increase rainfall during arid
not well grounded." They also did some work with
summers. The work has been in progress for about five ground-based silver iodide burners, but this effort has
years, but seeding is done only when natural rain is also been suspended because they do not believe the
deficient.
silver iodide reaches the clouds.
Seeding of the warm cumulus congestus clouds is done
At the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Acadwith pulverized salt released near cloud base using a
emia Sinica we spoke to Mr. Huang Mei-yen, responsible
single aircraft (leased from the Civil Aviation Administra- member for Weather Modification, and Mr. Shen Ghition). Mr. Cheng noted that they could not organize a
lan, in charge of the cloud-seeding rockets (Fig. 20).
careful scientific program, because the effort was aimed
Mr. Huang spoke mainly about their sferics research and
strictly at enhancing rainfall. A randomized experiment,
the rockets. He said that China had a long history of
for example, was out of the question. Nevertheless, an
hail suppression efforts conducted by the peasants. Ineffort is made to determine seeding effects by visual
deed some communes still fire blank cannon shells,
observation, examination of raindrop spectra in seeded
rockets, and artillery shells at hail storms, but silver
and unseeded clouds, and by comparison of rainfall in
iodide is used only occasionally by these groups. How1313
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ever, in accord with Chairman Mao's teachings of "combining theory and practice and learning from the
masses," they have attempted to verify the weather folklore. In particular, many peasants claim to be able to
distinguish hailstorms from rainstorms by the nature
of the optical phenomena and the sound of thunder.
Hail is said to occur when the thunder is long, low, and
rumbling; only rain falls when the thunder is sharp and
crisp. Mr. Huang suggested that the former was due
to the greater lightning discharge rate which he finds by
sferics in hailstorms.
He reported a study involving sferics observations
collected during 30 storms over three recent summers.
The sferics antennas comprised two orthogonal loops,
each about 50-cm diameter, feeding two 30-kHz receivers and then the X, Y axes of an oscilloscope, thus
displaying the azimuth of the flash. The range is up to
100 km. Cumulative frequency curves of the sferics count
rate (flashes per 5 min) showed a clear separation between thunderstorms producing rain only, non-damaging hail, and damaging hail, with median count rates
of about 40, 78, and 120 flashes per 5 min, respectively.
Of the 30 storms few rainstorms produced a rate greater

than 100 flashes per 5 min, while damaging hailstorms
frequently exceeded this level. Mr. Huang indicated that
he could use the sferics rate to distinguish between the
rain-only and hail categories with "about 85% accuracy."
They also showed a small homemade omni-directional
300-kHz sferics receiver (about the size of a shoebox)
which was designed for easy use by the "broad masses."
The rocket which we saw (Fig. 21) is 1 m long, about
6 cm in diameter, weighed 3 kg, and attains a height of
6.5 km when fired vertically from a simple ground-based
launcher. At apogee, it burns 100 g of silver iodide in
10 sec. The plastic nose cone is destroyed but the metal
casing descends by parachute.
The Academy's suppression experiments are conducted
in Shiang County of Shansi Province. They have been
going on for two years and have not yet reached an
intensive level. They have a Chinese-built 3-cm radar
(70 kW peak power, 1.6° circular beam, perhaps the
Model 711 described below) but do not yet use quantitative measurements. They use 2 or 3 rocket launchers,
with an effective radius of 5 or 6 km, at only one site.
There is no organized raingage or hailpad network for
evaluation. Instead, they make after-the-fact ground
surveys and interview farmers to obtain estimates of hail
size and concentration and crop damage. They use visual
observation, radar echo heights, and subjective estimates of echo intensity as criteria for seeding. In the
future they plan to also use sferics for this purpose.
Because of the developing nature of the program they
have no results to report as yet.
The only research effort in radar meterology that we
had an opportunity to learn about was a small program
under the leadership of Mrs. Hsu Tzu-shu of the Research Institute of the CMB (Fig. 22). She was assisted
by Mr. Ge Jen-sheng. (Both were called "research assistants.") They did not have a research radar of their
own, but used observations from the network of operational radars. Their studies are diagnostic and aimed
largely at using the evolving echo pattern features in
short range forecasting. For example, they frequently
detect clear air gust fronts associated with thunderstorms (Fig. 23). The passage of the gust front echo line
is typically associated with a temperature drop of 5 to
6°C and gusts up to 20 m sec" . They suggest that these
gust front echoes occur near the time of storm dissipation.
They also showed pictures of a typhoon with a double
eye structure approaching Peking (Fig. 24), which they
were examining in connection with some typhoon studies.
There were both PPI and RHI photos of a mature
thunderstorm with the classical Browning-Ludlam structure, precipitation (and possibly dust) echoes in a sandstorm situation, and clear air convective cell patterns
similar to those reported by Atlas (1959) and Hardy
and Katz (1969). Mr. Ge and Dave Atlas had a lively
discussion of the convective cell patterns; Mr. Ge concluded that the echoes were associated with refractive
index perturbations, and Atlas suggested that they were
1

FIG. 21. Cloud seeding rocket in its launcher.
See text for description.
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FIG. 22. Left to right: Radar meteorologist Mr. Ge Jen-sheng, Mrs. Hsu Tzu-shu of the
Research Institute, CMB, Dave Atlas, and Mr. Cheng Chun-shu, Chief Meteorologist of CMB,
outside the main office of the CMB in Peking.
insects, in line with the Hardy-Katz explanation. Un- and a few older 3-cm Marconi radars. In addition, they
fortunately time and language difficulties did not permit have about 70 windfinding radars which operate at
400 MHz with balloon-borne transponders. These too
resolution of the argument.
As for radar in meteorological operations, we were told
that the national radar network is comprised of about
30, 3-cm Chinese-made radars (presumably the Model
711 meteorological radar shown in Fig. 25), a few 10-cm
coastal radars for typhoon detection (also Chinesemade), a few 5-cm weather radars imported from Japan,

FIG. 23. Radar (probably C-band) photo of thunderstorms
and associated gust front echo at 1658 local time 29 August
1968, probably at Peking.

FIG. 24. Photo of typhoon seen by C-band radar near
Peking (Tien-Tsin) at 0951 local time on 27 July 1972. The
range marks are at 50 km intervals and total range is 240 km.
Mrs. Hsu noted two apparent eyes of the typhoon identified
as No. 3. One eye is at 85 km, 145°, the other is at 105 km,
139°.
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TABLE 1.

Characteristics of two Chinese-made radars.

Peak transmitted power
Beamwidths:
Horizontal/vertical
Pulse width
Pulse repetition frequency
Max. range

3 cm (Model 711)

75 kW
1.5°/1.5°
1 Aisec
400 Hz
300 km

10 cm

1 MW
0.7°/2.8°
Not known
200 Hz
700 km

are made in China. The 3 and 10-cm radars have the
characteristics listed in Table 1.
The 3-cm radar has an adjustable scan rate up to 8
rpm in the PPI mode; it scans at 6 scans per minute in
RHI. A single 12-inch diameter scope is used for both
PPI and RHI display. It employs a logarithmic receiver
with 105 dB gain and has a sensitivity time control
circuit for range correction. They do not use a signal
integrator for echo power measurement or an isoecho
contour mapping circuit. Instead, there is an IF amplifier
attenuator switch on the panel to reduce the echo to the
minimum detectable level. (No other details are available on the 10-cm radar.)
The 3-cm radar (seen at the Canton Commodities Fair)
was mobile, compact, and appeared well constructed
(Figs. 25 and 26). It was manufactured by Radio Factory
No. 2 in Wu-hsi City, Kiangsu Province.
In addition to microwave radars, the Chinese also have
experimental laser radar (lidar) cloud base indicators.
While we did not have time to see the one at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Academia Sinica
in Peking, we saw two different lidar equipments at the
Canton Commodities Fair. The model GGU 3-1 (Fig.
27), which has the higher performance of the two, trans-

FIG. 26. Console of Model 711 weather radar.
mits a 4 to 5-MW 50-nsec pulse at 6943 A at a rate of
up to 2 per minute with manual triggering. Both transmitting and receiving apertures are 5.4 cm. It has a
neon digital range indicator which displays the range
from 100 to 5000 m. The accuracy was specified at ± 5 m.
(When we saw it at the Fair it was operating out of a
window in daylight and taking measurements on the
cloud base above Canton.)
8. Conservation and air pollution

Although the air of Peking and Shanghai had a peculiar
reddish hue much of the time we were there, as our color
pictures attest, this phenomenon was probably due to
Mongolian dust being carried on the chilly northwest
winds that were invading the entire region. That was

FIG. 25, Model 7X1 3-cm weather radar. See text tor specifications.
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FIG. 27. Model GGU 3-1 lidar cloud base indicator.
See text for specifications.
the official explanation, and it was borne out by the
weather maps that we saw.
Under the circumstances we can say little from first
hand observation about air pollution in these cities.
Canton, further to the south, was blessed with clean air
so far as we could see. Thus, our report on this aspect of
Chinese Meteorology will have to be based on the
conversations we had with our hosts, notably a discussion over the usual tea cups after our tour of the
Shanghai Industrial Exhibition.
As seen by the Chinese, air pollution is but one aspect
of conservation of resources. They see three kinds of
wastes to be avoided: Waste air, waste water, and waste
materials.
At the Industrial Exhibition we saw a section devoted
to devices for salvaging high grade metal from copper
fabrication factories, and for recovering materials from
other kinds of industrial waste. For example, they
systematically recover the silver from the used silver
nitrate solutions that come from photographic studios.
There is now, according to Mr. Mu Teng-kao, our
principal host in Shanghai, a specialized agency for Environmental Pollution Control. However, he pointed
out, efforts to control pollution of air and water started
before this agency was created. In Shanghai, for example, they have long experience in water pollution
control; formerly the local river was polluted by fac-

tories, but now they purify the water from this river and
pipe it for irrigation.
Until quite recently, China has been poor in petroleum
and natural gas, so coal has been the principal fuel.
However, the smoke from coal-burning factories is being
controlled, and some plants are now switching to fuel
oil as petroleum is being discovered. There is as yet no
nuclear power plant in Shanghai.
Part of the Shanghai Weather Bureau is studying
pollution control and air pollution forecasts. However,
the State Planning Commission is responsible for air
pollution control, not the meteorological agency. The
Ministry of Public Health and the Central Meteorological Bureau are jointly responsible for setting up a
monitoring network, but such a network does not yet
exist in Shanghai.
Mr. Mu stressed that so far Shanghai has never experienced a critical air pollution situation, even though
it is one of the most heavily industrialized areas in China.
The factories are widely dispersed, and they have relied
on "broad methods of control." On further questioning
we were informed that if there were a critical situation
the State Planning Commission could order industry to
shut down. (However, without a monitoring network to
establish how critical the condition was, this power would
presumably be hard to exercise.)
In summary, we gather that so far air pollution has
not been recognized as a serious problem for China,
but that they are nevertheless starting to establish the
mechanics for air quality protection when and if they
are needed.
9. Fluid-dynamic simulation experiments

At the Institute for Atmospheric Physics of the Academia Sinica we viewed two hydrodynamic simulation
experiments and slides of some of the results. One was
a rotating annulus experiment using water, similar in
many respects to the equipment used by Professor Dave
Fultz at the University of Chicago. This was aimed at
studies of 1) the effect of the Tibetan plateau on the
summer circulation of Asia (Yeh and Chang, 1974a), and
2) the movement of atmospheric vortex centers which
would cause serious floods along the Yangtze River in
China (Yeh and Chang, 1974b). The other was a rotating
table using heated smoke in air to simulate the structure
and movement of typhoons and the effects of topography
on both.
The rotating annulus consisted of a 38-cm diameter
tank heated on its periphery and containing an inner
cylinder 9.1 cm in diameter which was cooled by ice
water. The tank was filled to a depth of 6 cm. Neutrally
buoyant tracers were dispersed throughout and illuminated by a horizontal sheath of light from three sides;
the height of the illuminating light sheath was adjustable
to permit observations of the flow pattern at various
levels. A vertical sheath of light across the tank also
permitted observation of the vertical circulation. One
hundred thermocouple temperature probes could be
distributed throughout the tank. The temperatures were
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recorded digitally on paper tape. The entire apparatus
was mounted on a rotating platform which could accommodate all the photographic equipment and carry several observers. The platform rotated at 1 revolution per
15.7 sec. One hundred and twenty slip rings on the rotation axis in a basement room below carried the temperature data and control signals. The Tibetan plateau
was simulated by a 3-cm high elliptical model containing a variable heater having a maximum capacity of 8 W.
The entire room, about 3 X 3 m, was temperature controlled within about 2°C.

Ms. Chang Ker-so showed some of the results of the
rotating annulus experiment. Without the Tibetan
model in the annulus a 3-wavelength circumpolar circulation developed. As a trough approached the heated
Tibetan plateau, the southern part was cut off to form
an independent low center. The low subsequently moved
to the NE side of the plateau; finally the original trough
merged with the new-born low. On the other hand, when
a ridge crossed the heated plateau it intensified and
grew larger, reaching its maximum strength after crossing
the plateau. The measured temperature perturbations

FIG. 28. Photos of the mid-level circulation of a simulated typhoon experiment (see text for details). The coast and topography of Southeast China are shown by the bright irregular curves seen in the upper left quadrant of each photo: the sequence
(a) to (d) shows the typhoon approaching the coast. Near landfall (photos c and d) the 'eye' jumps forward and to the left.
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showed that small scale convection starts over the plateau
at about 5 W of heating and is most pronounced at the
ridges. The main conclusion, summarized by Dr. Yeh,
is that the experiment demonstrated how small scale
convective systems and topography interact with large
scale systems.
The typhoon modeling experiment using air as the
working fluid consisted of a rotating table 80 cm in
diameter. A fixed plexiglass plate was positioned above
the table at a height of 4.5 cm. The circulation was
made visible by introducing ordinary cigarette smoke. A
hole of some 12- to 15-cm diameter in the center of the
plexiglass plate allowed the radiation from an infrared
light source above to heat the air at the core of the
vortex circulation, thus approximately simulating the
release of latent heat. A topographic model of the southeast coast of China and Taiwan mounted on a board was
moved into various positions with respect to the vortex
eye in order to study the effects of orography on the
structure and motion.
The typhoon experiment is illustrated in Fig. 28. The
topography of the SE coast of China is simulated in the
upper left corner of each photo of the sequence, and
coast and mountains are seen as bright irregular lines.
The black ellipse to the right of the vortex eye is the
edge of the circular hole in the top plexiglass plate as
viewed obliquely by the camera. Only the mid-level
circulation is shown. The series of photos shows the eye
approaching the coast (actually in the experiment the
coast is moved toward the eye). Note in Fig. 28d
that as the eye nears the coast it jumps forward and to
the left. This behavior was said to be similar to that
observed for typhoons approaching the coast of China,
but none of us has heard of similar behavior of Atlantic
hurricanes.
The series of photos in Fig. 29 shows the effect of the
mountainous island of Taiwan on the typhoon circulation. In Fig. 29a, Taiwan is at the upper left, out of the
main circulation. Note that the eye 'appears' to the left
of the center of the hole only because of the angle of the
camera. In Fig. 29b, the circulation shows two clearly
defined vortex centers, one NW of Taiwan and the
other close to its southern tip. The China coast is seen
at the upper left. As the storm center passes NE of
Taiwan, the northern eye intensifies while the other
weakens (Fig. 29c); finally a single eye again appears
(Fig. 29d). This gives the appearance of a zig-zag tack for
the typhoon as it crosses the mountain range of Taiwan;
they said this conforms with observations.
It was also pointed out that the patterns seen resemble
actual typhoons in many other respects. In particular,
the upper level circulation showed a cyclonic inner
core and an anticyclonic circulation in the outer regions. While there may be many questions about the
degree of similarity between the model parameters and
those of the real atmosphere, the work is impressive
and probably provides some important new insights
about both typhoons and the general circulation over
Asia.
Both experiments were designed with the cooperation

of Professor C. C. Chang of Catholic University, Washington, D.C. Construction was completed in August
1973, in just 6 months. Subsequently, while on sabbatical
leave, Professor Chang spent five months in China working on these experiments. Professor Yeh Tu-cheng of
the Institute also provided overall guidance.
10. Revolution in education

In order to appreciate the status of meteorological education in China, the subject of the next section, it is
necessary to understand the profound effects the Cultural Revolution has had on education in general. Education as we know it was completely revolutionized
during the upheaval. Universities were especially disrupted. Traditional teaching methods and curricula
were abandoned and teachers committed to them had to
modify their ways. Virtually all the universities were
closed for up to four years. Last January Peking University graduated its first class of 2300 students—workers,
peasants, and soldiers—since 1966.
When we visited Peking University, the tone of the
new approach to education was set for us in an introductory talk by Professor Chung Lung-hsiang, Responsible
Member of the Educational Revolution Group and Professor of Biochemistry. This is what he told us.
Peking University was established in 1898 and now
comprises 17 departments in faculties of Liberal Arts,
Science, and Foreign Languages. The natural science departments include mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geology, geophysics, and electronics. The faculty
now numbers about 2300 and the total enrollment about
5600. (We subsequently learned that the pre-Cultural
Revolution enrollment was 8000 to 10,000.)
Professor Chung noted that Chairman Mao studied
privately the theory of Marx and Engels while working
as a librarian at Peking University in 1918-1920 and
propagated the Marxist-Leninist philosophy. In 1919 the
May 4th movement opposing imperialism and feudalism
took place there. However, prior to the Cultural Revolution, said Professor Chung, the university failed to carry
out Mao's revolutionary ideas because of its revisionist
policies. Since August 1968, when propagandizing groups
of workers and soldiers came to the university, great
changes have taken place. Under their leadership
students and teachers started the criticism of the revisionist line, and in 1969 they began the experiment of
revolutionary education aimed at carrying out Mao's
revolutionary line.
This policy, we were told, was "to serve the proletariat,
to encourage political awareness, and to combine learning with productive labor." The first result of this
policy was to reform the admissions systems which,
prior to 1966, resembled ours in the U.S. in that admission was based mainly on grades. Now, however,
consideration is given primarily to "those who have a
high political consciousness, practical experience (in a
factory or commune), and to workers, peasants, and
soldiers." (The result of this policy, as Terrill (1972)
points out, is that a vast majority of students are members of either the Communist Party or youth groups.)
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The admission process includes: 1) a request for admission from the candidate; 2) a recommendation from
the leaders of his commune or factory (All middle school
graduates are sent to a commune or factory for two or
more years before they can apply to a university.); and
3) some sort of re-examination by the university. Just
what this comprised was not clear.
All students study Marxist-Leninist theory and Mao
thought, including class struggle and the struggle in production. Great emphasis is also placed on learning from

the workers and peasants by sending students to work
about four weeks a year in factories and on communes
during part of their vacations and breaks. Students also
work regularly in 65 nearby factories. In line with the
policy of combining teaching and production, the Natural Science departments run seven school factories with
27 workshops at Peking University. In the social sciences
students study the practical problems of the Chinese
Revolution, while in the arts "the whole society is taken
as their factory."

FIG. 29. Simulation of the effects of the mountainous island of Taiwan on the typhoon circulation (see text). Taiwan is at
the upper left (a) and between the "split-eye" in (b). The southeast coast and inland topography of China is shown by the
bright irregular ridges in the upper left quadrant of (b), (c), and (d). After the typhoon center passes Taiwan, a single "eye"
reforms; however, the central circulation remains distorted in (d).
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To improve the students' analytical and problem
solving ability, teaching methods are being revolutionized. Most educational material is now prepared and
edited jointly by students and teachers. They oppose
"spoon-feeding" techniques but favor instead a method
of "enlightenment to mobilize the students' spirit to
learn." Students now finish after only three years—
which, combined with a one-year reduction in both
elementary and middle schools—has decreased the time
spent in school by three years. However, this does not
mean an earlier graduation, since there is the requirement that two or more years be spent in productive labor
before a student can apply for admission to a university. As yet, there is no post-graduate training, although it was said that such a program was being
planned.
All of these practices were said to be in an experimental stage. As was the case at the end of every
such presentation, Professor Chung, noting that "there
may be many shortcomings," said that they would "welcome our criticism." (Fig. 30.) In response to this invitation, a member of the group asked Dr. Chou Pei-yuan
(Vice Chairman of the University Revolutionary Committee and a physicist trained at Cal Tech in the early
1930s): "Don't you think that research requires special
intellectual talents and not political consciousness? And
doesn't the new emphasis on politics lead to academic
problems?"
To this Chou replied, "Subjects like theoretical physics
do require special training, but it is our view that ability

and knowledge come from practice and that good
marks do not necessarily indicate talent. Before the Cultural Revolution, examinations and grades were a bondage on the Chinese people and they spent six years on
book learning (without producing practical talents). Now
our goal is to train students to integrate theory and practice. If students really have great ability, special arrangements can of course be made."
He illustrated his point by noting that students and
teachers had recently completed the design and construction of a digital computer with integrated circuits having
10 operations per second, the fastest in China. This was
done in just three years. Before the Cultural Revolution
others had spent eight years on a similar task without success. Another example cited was their weather satellite
APT receiving station, built by the students and teachers
(see Fig. 31).
When we questioned the purpose of the criticism of
Confucius and Lin Piao which was then in progress, he
answered that Confucius promulgated the idea of a
"house of scholars" or "club of higher authorities" and
that formerly education was intended to train an elite
class of high officials. Lin Piao and Liu Shao-chi favored
this old classical system and the teachings of Confucius.
Liu ordered the copying of the Soviet educational system, which is not socialistic at all but more bourgeois
than systems in other countries. For example, Petrovsky,
the President of Moscow University, earns about 8000
rubles per month while a worker earns perhaps 200. The
Soviet Union today is more imperialist than it was under
6

FIG. 30. At the Peking University we discussed education in the P.R.C. with Prof.. Chou Pei-yuan (center).
Shown are Mr. Tsou Ching-meng, Dave Johnson, Chou, and Dick Reed.
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FIG. 31. The old and the new at Peking University. A handsome building in the traditional
Chinese style houses the meteorological satellite APT station, whose steerable helical antenna
on a tower can be seen to the right.
the Tsars and sends warships to the Indian Ocean. Such
revisionism, were it to happen in China, would not
only be dangerous to the Chinese people but to the
world. He then added: "Socialism doesn't allow us to
carry on aggression against other people."
He went on: "We are against the revival of capitalism
here. Instead we want to train a new type of person
whose highest ideal is to serve the people, to love and
follow Chairman Mao, to carry on the Revolution, and
not ask for personal returns. While we aim to improve
the material well being of the people, this does not
mean an automobile for everyone, which is wasteful and
consumes natural resources: a bicycle is enough."
These views were expressed with deep emotion and
sincerity, and they were echoed in conversations with,
among others, Dr. Yeh Tu-cheng, a meteorologist educated at the University of Chicago in the late 1940s.
If doubts existed, we saw no sign of them.
11. Meteorological education

The revolution in education that has taken place in the
P.R.C. since the start of the Cultural Revolution has, of
course, influenced meteorological education as well. Although we actually visited only one university (Peking)
where meteorology was being taught, we learned from
a number of discussions what was going on elsewhere.
This is the picture that emerged.
Meteorological education and training are carried on
in the universities and research institutes, in special
training classes and seminars for technical personnel, and
in the high schools (in China called "middle schools")
as part of the natural science curriculum. The Chinese

Meteorological Society (as described below) also engages
in activities in popular education, including the issuance
of pamphlets.
Three institutions offer complete instruction in meteorology at the university level: Peking University, Nanking University, and the Meteorological Institute of
Nanking. Five universities offer some meteorology courses
in related departments, namely, geography, geophysics,
or physics departments. These are located at Kunming,
Lanchow, Hangchow, Changchun (University of Kirin),
and Canton (Chungshan University). On-the-job, nondegree training at the university level is also possible.
For example, Dr. Yeh Tu-cheng of the Institute of
Atmospheric Physics of the Academia Sinica spoke of one
of his collaborators, who had only a high school education, yet through self-study and tutoring he had become
proficient in numerical weather prediction.
Technical training of meteorological personnel is
now the responsibility of the provincial bureaus (29 in
all). Formerly many of the technicians were trained at
the now defunct Peking Institute of Meteorology, which
offered a one to two year sub-professional course. County
weather stations sponsor training seminars for personnel
manning weather posts at communes. For example, Miss
Lee Yu-shia, the meteorologist at the Ping Chow Commune we visited near Canton, received her training following lower middle school, the equivalent of junior
high school (see Section 5d.).
Of the universities offering curricula or courses in
atmospheric sciences, we visited only Peking University.
The atmospheric sciences (atmospheric physics and meteorology) comprises two of the four disciplines within the
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Geophysics Department. The other two disciplines are
seismology and astronomy. The atmospheric physics discipline, with a student body of 30 and a staff of 24 instructors headed by Ms. Ying Tsung-chao, is divided into
three specialties: cloud physics, air pollution, and satellite meteorology. Workers in the latter specialty had constructed APT receiving equipment which was acquiring
visible and infrared pictures of excellent quality from
NOAA satellites (see Section 6).
Before the Cultural Revolution, the program of undergraduate and graduate study at Peking University was
similar to that in the United States. At present there
is no graduate program, although it is expected that one
will be re-established soon. A class of 45 students completed the three-year atmospheric physics undergraduate
program in January 1974, becoming the first class to
graduate since the Cultural Revolution. Even so, we
were told that the curriculum is not yet fully settled.
The students are taught mathematics, physics, and chemistry as background subjects for atmospheric physics and
meteorology. However, first importance is attached to
political study. During the time of our visit the students'
main activity was criticism of Lin Piao and Confucius
(see Section 3d). We observed no meteorological classes
in session.
The meteorology discipline in the Department of
Geophysics has a staff of about 30, headed by Mr. Liu
Yu-ping, and about the same number of students. Synoptic meteorology, dynamic meteorology, and numerical
weather prediction are specialties in this division. Mathematics and physics are important supporting courses. The
work in numerical prediction is carried on with the
help of the high speed computer at the National Weather Center of the Central Meteorological Bureau, located a few miles away.
As in educational practices generally, factory and farm
work or military service are regarded as essential parts
of this education, with great stress placed on practical
work. We saw a university workshop under the Radio
Engineering Department in which young workers were
preparing electronic devices (oscilloscopes) for commercial use (see Fig. 32), and another in which they were
growing silicon crystals in production lots. These young
people were technical workers, not students, but when
the latter return to their classes in May they will share
in this productive labor.
It will be interesting to observe the educational structure that emerges when the present ferment subsides.
From the changes that have taken place so far, the new
system seems to be working to the benefit of China's immediate needs. The emphasis on self-reliance and hard
work, on developing knowledge and techniques from
practical experience, and on devoting one's efforts to the
needs of the people and the nation at the sacrifice of
self-interest, is breeding a type of dedicated and goaloriented student who is well-equipped to serve applied
meteorology. But whether or not a student with this type
of training will have the capacity for creative thought

FIG. 32. Combining productive labor with cultural pursuits,
this worker assembles oscilloscopes at the University factory
run by the Radio Engineering Department.
and scientific achievement, and thus the ability to build
the solid foundations of future meteorological practice,
remains to be seen.
12. History and functions of the Chinese Meteorological Society and meteorological publications

One afternoon in Peking, while Will Kellogg and Dave
Atlas were giving lectures, the other men of the U.S. delegation met in a room of the Friendship Hotel with
Chang Nai-chao, Tsou Ching-meng, and others of our
Chinese hosts. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the matter of a reciprocal visit to the U.S. and to
exchange information about the Chinese Meteorological
Society, our official host organization, and the American
Meteorological Society. There are some interesting similarities and equally interesting differences between the
two sister societies, as will be seen.
The Chinese Meteorological Society (C.M.S.) was established in 1924. Its general function now is to unite
Chinese meteorologists and to engage in scientific activities, under the leadership of the Chinese Communist
Party.
To achieve this, C.M.S. publishes scientific journals,
foremost of which is Acta Meteorologica Sinica. Its publication (along with most other journals) was suspended
in 1966 by the Cultural Revolution but will resume in
the near future. (During the period of suspended publication manuscripts have been circulated informally.) The
Society also encourages scientific communication by
holding symposia and conferences.
The C.M.S. has chapters in various provinces and
major cities. The central organization has a Board and
an Executive Committee, and also a President and Vice
President. (Chang Nai-chao signed his letters prior to our
visit as "Vice President," but was sometimes referred to
as "Acting President" while we were in China. In any
case, we did not hear of anyone above him.)
Although the majority of the Society's 10,000 members are technical people in meteorology, there are also
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members among the workers and peasants. There are no
dues nor formal application procedures, and an interested person needs only the approval of his local
chapter. The necessary funds are supplied by the state.
One of the Society's functions is to assist in popularizing meteorology. Thus, some meteorology is taught in
middle schools (corresponding to our high schools) as a
part of the natural science curriculum. Students sometimes set up and operate a weather station. No popular
magazine is published now, but the Society does make
pamphlets available.
Committees of the C.M.S. cover such subjects as synoptic meteorology, dynamic meteorology, agricultural
meteorology, climatology, meteorological instruments,
and so forth.
In addition to Acta Meteorologica Sinica, atmospheric
science articles appear in Scientia Sinica (published by
the Academia Sinica in both Chinese and English),
Acta Geophysica Sinica, Acta Geographica Sinica, and
others. The Central Meteorological Bureau formerly
published a journal called Weather Monthly, subsequently changed to Weather, but this is no longer published.
In response to questions from our hosts, Ken Spengler
also held forth about the function of the American Meteorological Society, its membership, its publications, its
meetings, the role it plays in providing information to
the public and policy guidance to the U.S. government, and so forth. It is hard to make comparisons between two such organizations as the A.M.S. and the
C.M.S., existing as they do in very different political
environments; nevertheless, one significant difference is
that theirs is supported by the Chinese government entirely. Our is mostly supported by the membership, and
only receives reimbursement from the U.S. government for the provision of some specific services under
contract.
13. Some final thoughts on China

We cannot end this account of our visit without a few
observations of a more general nature, observations derived from the totality of our experience more than
from any one incident. It cannot be said that our group
of five men and four women reacted uniformly, since all
of us came as individuals with different viewpoints. Many
things, however, struck more or less the same chord in
all of us.
First, the Chinese people whom we met seemed very
sincere when they greeted us with the phrase, "our
American friends." The smiles of those around us from
sun-up until far into the evening appeared genuine and
warm. This included the people who crowded around us
on the streets of Peking, Shanghai, and Canton. These
strangers often were attracted out of curiosity; each
would stare at us until he or she caught someone's eyes,
and then there was a spontaneous smile.
These people, with some down-to-earth wisdom, seemed
to be able to separate people and political systems.

Their personal friendliness contrasted strangely with the
anti-imperialism propaganda that we heard and read
frequently in the English language journals that we
found in our hotels, in the songs that we heard at concerts, in children's text books, and in some of the conversations we had with our hosts. The United States
was mentioned only infrequently by name, however, and
that may be significant. We had the feeling that in the
imperialist world today, as seen by the Chinese, the
United States is not as bad as some. The Soviet Union is
now the arch-imperialist nation (and revisionist)—a
strange reversal!
The aspect of Chinese society that we never quite got
used to was the unbelievable uniformity of thinking on
political or cultural matters. It did not matter whether
it was a peasant guiding us about a commune, a factory
worker explaining the operation of his factory, a meteorologist of the Meteorological Bureau, or a U.S.-educated scientist, for they all expressed the same general
political views. In their conversations Mao's teachings
were emphasized: service to and of the people uppermost, the importance of self reliance and hard struggle,
and so forth.
Though we were puzzled by the uniform expression
of political thought, at least among those we met, it was
a reality we had to accept. Perhaps it became less odd
as we attempted to see things through Chinese eyes. We
found many things to admire in the Chinese socialist
system. We could not help but sense the enthusiasm and
deep personal involvement with which they went about
the large tasks of building the Chinese economy, solving
the problems of food production, building better housing, laying roads, and constructing flood control dams
and hydro-electric power stations. It is an efficiently
organized society that seems to be working for the
Chinese. Their pride and enthusiasm were contagious;
but our response was tempered by thoughts of the processes and forces that had brought this all about.
On the other hand, with their implacable emphasis
on productive work, correct political thought, and manual labor, we often wondered if practice were not tipping
the balance of the scales at the expense of solid theoretical thinking and intellectual creativity. It is hard to
quibble with Mao's precept that "all genuine knowledge
originates in direct experience." Much can also be said
for "learning by doing" when the task fits the learning
problem, and if what is being learned is clearly understood. From our observations, however, we concluded
that the application of the principle of "combining
theory and practice" varied greatly, from Chou Pei-yuan's
well-chosen example of the physics students and teachers
designing and building China's first integrated-circuit
computer, to the more generalized exercises of "learning
to love labor" for its own sake.
A generation of potential graduate students has been
sent to the fields and the factories—though we gather
that there have been a few exceptions made—and faculty
members, as well as other professionals, must leave their
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research and teaching for considerable periods of time
to do manual labor. Perhaps the stint in the May 7
school rice paddy is even a welcome change of pace for
some, but on the whole the system seems destined to slow
the pace of education, research, and the development of
a new generation of well-trained and creative scientists.
The Chinese are currently expressing the belief that
high political consciousness and productive labor are
more important than early mastery of a technology or
scientific profession. This, we feel, may make it difficult
for China to be fully self-reliant in high technology areas.
However, the Chinese generally hastened to add that
Revolutionary education is still in a state of "struggle,
criticism, and transformation;" perhaps hard guide-lines
are not yet set.
We have many vivid impressions of China that could
not be caught with our cameras, impressions of the
open green countryside contrasting with the crowded
city streets, people everywhere hard at work carrying or
pulling incredible loads on poles, bicycles, or pushcarts,
the horses and oxen pulling their still larger loads patiently along the country roads, of the beauty of many of
the parks and architectural monuments, of the busy
streets of Canton and Shanghai, the level of cleanliness
and the comfortably clothed and adequately fed masses
of people.
One feature of our adventure in the P.R.C. deserves
special attention, for it remains a haunting memory—
those chiffon-curtained, horn-blowing, four-doored sedans
that carried us everywhere. We were invariably met by a
cavalcade of from five to seven cars (usually modern
Shanghai's, though in Canton the three lead cars were
Mercedes-Benz's). There was a number on each car, one
car to a delegate and spouse. We were instructed to
always ride in the same numbered car—no trading
around in the pecking order. (Dave Johnson was No. 1,
of course, since he was our Principal Responsible Person.)
Usually we were the only cars on the road, our main
competitors being a sea of bicycles, some carts, and a
few trucks and buses.
Finally, we must express heartfelt thanks to our
Chinese friends who received us so hospitably and arranged such a full and valuable itinerary. We were a
demanding bunch, and our demands were usually met.
We asked difficult and often impertinent questions, yet
were given thoughtful and courteous answers—although
not always to the questions that we thought we were
asking. There was, of course, a language barrier.
Our principal host in Peking was Chang Nai-chao, who
issued the original invitation, and it was Tsou Chingmeng, also of the Central Meteorological Bureau, who
remained with us for the entire trip. In Shanghai our
principal host was Mu Teng-kao, and in Canton it was
Liu Te-ping. We will always remember the patient and
untiring guide and translator who accompanied us for
the entire two weeks: Chin Kuei, a meteorologist in his
own right and a special friend to us all, and the inter-

preter Jen Chuan. There are many others to whom we
owe thanks, as can be seen from the itinerary (Appendix), and we hope that all of them will read these
words from their American friends and share in our
expressions of gratitude.
We handed our host from the Chinese Meteorological
Society a formal letter drafted by Dave Johnson and
typed laboriously in the hotel lobby in Shanghai by
Betty Kellogg, inviting them to send a delegation to the
United States. It indicated that the American Meteorological Society would welcome a delegation from China
of about the same size as ours and for about the same
length of time (two weeks). We have received information indicating that our Chinese friends may accept our
invitation and visit the United States in 1975.
Naturally, we hope that our invitation will be accepted, and we have already done some preliminary planning for this visit. We will be hard pressed to match the
hospitality of our Chinese friends and colleagues. How,
we wonder, will we show them America in two weeks?
(No doubt they asked themselves a similar question before we Americans arrived in China.)
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Appendix

It was not until we reached Canton that we learned
what our itinerary would be for the next two weeks. It
turned out to be as follows, in diary form:
April 20—Met at Shum-Chun Station by Mr. Huang Weishan of the Chinese People's Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, who guided us through
customs and on to Canton.
In Canton, met at the station by Mr. Liu Te-ping,
Director of the Kwangtung Provincial Bureau of Meteorology, Responsible Member of the Provincial Institute of Meteorology, and Chairman of the Kwangtung
Province Chapter of the Chinese Meteorological So-

ciety; and Mr. Cheng Yen-shun, Secretary General of
the Institute. We spent the afternoon in Canton, and
then flew to Peking in one of their new Boeing 707s.
In Peking we were greeted by Mr. Chang Nai-chao
(who had issued our invitation), Deputy Directory of
the Central Meteorological Bureau (CMB) and Acting
President of the Chinese Meteorological Society; Mr.
Tsou Ching-meng, Deputy Director of the CMB and
Vice-President of the Chinese Meteorological Society;
Mr. Cheng Chun-shu, Deputy Director of the CMB;
and several others who were to act as our guides and
interpreters during our stay, notably Mr. Chin Kuei,
Mr. Jen Chuan, and Mr. Chu Chin-sheng, who stayed
with us for the entire two weeks. We were then es-

FIG. 33. The steeply rising steps yield a rich reward to travelers who reach the tower,
for the mountain range is majestic.
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corted to the Friendship Hotel, which was to be our
home in Peking.
April 21—Visited the Great Wall (Fig. 33) and Ming
Tombs during the day, accompanied by those who had
greeted us the evening before. That evening we were
guests at a banquet at the famous Peking Duck Restaurant, and our principal hosts were Mr. Chang Naichao and Prof. Chou Pei-yuan, Vice-President, Chinese
Association of Science and Technology (of which the
Chinese Meteorological Society is a part) and ViceChairman of the Revolutionary Committee of Peking
University.
April 22—In the morning we visited the Summer Palace,
accompanied by Mr. Lo Chih-pin, Deputy Chief, Forecasting Office, CMB, and Prof. Tao Shih-yen, Research
Fellow, Institute for Atmospheric Physics, Academia
Sinica.
In the afternoon Johnson and Reed lectured to separate audiences, while the ladies visited a handcraft
factory, guided by Mrs. Tso of the Chinese Meteorological Society, one of our Peking interpreters.
April 23—Visited Peking University, where we were welcomed by Prof. Chou Pei-yuan, and then briefed on
the University by Chung Lung-hsiang, Professor of
Biochemistry and Leading Member of the Educational
Revolutionary Group. Following a short discussion
period we visited a radio astronomy station, the meteorological satellite (APT) readout station, an electronics factory run by the University, a silicon crystal
growing facility, and the laboratories of the Atmospheric Physics Section of the Department of Geophysics, headed by Ms. Ying Chung-chao. (Time ran
out before we had a chance to see the medicines and
drugs factory of the University.)
In the afternoon, Kellogg and Atlas lectured to
separate audiences, while the ladies visited the Pei

Hai Kindergarten. Johnson, Reed, and Spengler held a
discussion with Chang Nai-chao and others on the
functions of the two meteorological societies, of the
possibility of a reciprocal visit of a Chinese delegation to the U.S., and possible areas for future collaboration.
After dinner we were treated to a special showing
of a colorful film of the revolutionary ballet "The
White-Haired Girl," and another film telling the
story of the construction of the Nanking Bridge over
the Yangtse River.
April 24—In the morning we visited the Arts and Crafts
Exhibition. We spent the afternoon at the Institute
of Atmospheric Physics, Academia Sinica, where we
were greeted by Profs. Tao Shih-yen, Yeh Tu-cheng,
and others, and given a briefing by Tung Chang-chi,
Vice Chairman of the Institute's Revolutionary Committee. The Institute has two main laboratories, a few
kilometers apart, and we visited the meteorological
satellite receiving station, the laboratory for physical
simulation experiments with rotating systems, the section working on cloud physics and hail modification,
the synoptic laboratory concerned with developing
long-range forecast techniques, etc. The ladies visited a
textile factory that afternoon. That evening the AMS
held a reciprocal banquet at the Capital Restaurant
(formerly Tswei Hwa Lo) for our Chinese hosts.
April 25—We spent the morning in the Forbidden City
(now called the Former Imperial Palace), including
the Palace Museum housing archeological treasures,
which is not open to the public. In the afternoon, following a chance to do some shopping in the Peking
Friendship Store (reserved for foreigners), the AMS
Delegation had American-style cocktails in the Residency of the U.S. Liaison Office, where we were received by Ambassador and Mrs. David Bruce and Mr.
and Mrs. John Holdridge. (Fig. 34)

FIG. 34. Ambassador and Mrs. David Bruce with Mr. and Mrs. John Holdridge
on the steps of the new U.S. Liaison Office in Peking.
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That evening we listened to a concert of "modern
music" at the Hall of the National Minorities.
April 26—In the morning the ladies visited an embroidery and handstitching factory while the men visited
the National Weather Center and Research Institute
in the Headquarters of the Central Meteorological
Bureau.
That afternoon we took off for Shanghai. There we
were greeted at the airport by Mr. Mu Teng-kao, Director of the Shanghai Meteorological Bureau and
President of the Shanghai Chapter of the Chinese
Meteorological Society; and Mr. Shu You-dee, member
of the Board of the Shanghai Chapter, and others,
notably Mrs. Wang, who was to serve as interpreter
and guide during our stay in Shanghai. (Msrs. Tsou,
Chu, Chin, and Jen went with us from Peking.) After
brief welcoming ceremonies we were taken directly to
the Shanghai Weather Center, where we were received
by its Director, Mr. Yu Hua-kin. (This Provincial Center is located in what was formerly the Zi-ka-wei astronomical observatory run by the French Jesuits before
the Liberation.) After a tour of the Center we were
escorted to the Ging Kiang Hotel. (This is the hotel
where Pres. Nixon and Premier Chou En-lai stayed
in 1972).
Our day was not over, however, for that evening we
were treated to another concert of "modern music,"
featuring excerpts from the Peking Opera's "Taking
Tiger Mountain by Strategy," played by a 40-piece
orchestra and a mixed chorus of the same number.
April 27—In the morning all of us visited the Industrial
Exhibition of Shanghai and in the afternoon the
Children's Cultural Palace, an extra-curricular training and enrichment center for children.
That evening our hosts held a banquet for us at our
hotel.

April 28—The day was spent in the countryside where
we visited Chiating County. The Leading Member of
the County Weather Station, Mr. Ku Yung-chien,
briefed us on the functions of his station and showed
us around it. We were hosted at lunch by the County
Revolutionary Committee, and toured the County seat,
which was founded 800 years ago.
At the People's Commune of Shiu-Hong in the
county we were welcomed and given a guided tour
by Ms. Tai Jen-ling. In addition to the agricultural
activities there, we visited a variety of small commune factories producing items ranging from baskets
and wooden tubs to farm implements and machine
tools, and we ended with a visit to a peasant-worker's
new apartment and a talk with the occupant, Mrs.
Yiau Mei-mao.
April 29—The morning was devoted to the Workers'
Residential Area of Kong Jiang, where we saw several
Kindergartens (age 3-7 years), a factory for making
light bulbs, an apartment where we talked to the occupants, the retired people's recreation center, the
hospital, etc.
That afternoon, while Johnson and Atlas lectured
to two groups, Kellogg, Reed, Spengler, and the
ladies visited the Chiang-Ming Middle School, which
corresponds roughly to a 4-year high school. We
were welcomed and briefed by Chiang Ping, ViceChairman of the School's Revolutionary Committee.
Then he and a small contingency of teachers, students
(all members of the Red Guard), and workers (since
the school has a factory attached to it) escorted us to a
number of classes in session, to the factory, the fencing
and ping-pong area, and showed us the bomb shelter
under construction. A short concert and ballet staged
especially for us concluded our visit.
That evening we were treated to a performance of
the Shanghai acrobatic troupe.

FIG. 35. Touring Shanghai waterfront. Left to right, Kenneth Spengler, Mr. Mu Teng-kao,
Mr. Tsou Ching-meng, and Mr. Chin Kuei.
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April 30—After breakfast we were taken to a hospital
where, following an introduction by Dr. Fang of the
Hospital's Revolutionary Committee, we donned white
gowns and sneakers and watched a thyroid tumor being
removed from a young woman anesthetized by acupuncture. She looked up at us from time to time
throughout the hour-long major surgery, and at the
end sat up, spoke to us, and shook Johnson's hand. A
discussion followed with Dr. Fang about medical
practice and research in China. After lunch we were
taken on a tour of the Shanghai waterfront (Fig. 35).
Then we boarded the plane for Canton (or Kwangchow, as it is known in Chinese).
At Canton we were greeted by our friends, Msrs.
Liu and Cheng, taken to our quarters at the Kwangtung Guest House (an imposing establishment reserved
for official visitors) and were informed of our schedule for the next few days.
May 1—May Day, and the Revolutionary Committee of
Canton invited us to take part in the celebration held
in the Canton Stadium. Johnson, as leader of the
American delegation, sat on the platform with the
revolutionary leaders and other special guests. The
celebration consisted of about two hours of acrobatics,
dancing, demonstrations of a variety of classical
Chinese techniques for committing mayhem, and so
forth, all performed with precision, grace, and enthusiasm. (The professional acrobats—the Slien Yang
Acrobatic Troupe—recently visited the United States.)
For a good part of the afternoon we drank tea overlooking Canton from the vantage point of a balcony at
the top of the beautiful 600-year-old Pavillion to Sup-

press the Sea in Yue Sliou Park. This Pavillion also
houses a priceless collection of Chinese ceramics dating
from 6000 years ago to the present. The occasion was
one where a good deal of useful information was exchanged informally.
That evening we heard a concert by the Shanghai
Art Ensemble, and this time the words of the songs
were translated into English and thrown on a screen at
one side of the stage (while the words in Chinese were
shown on another screen). Songs and pantomimes were
often concerned with revolutionary or military themes,
with titles such as, I Tend the Army Horses for the
Revolution, the Battle Song of Hsisha Island, Song of
the Anti-Aircraft Artillery Militiamen, The Commune
Members Carrying Silt to Fertilize the Fields, The
Railroad Sentry, Silvery Sparks (a dance of ship welders), and so forth; but these were interspersed with
songs and renditions in more traditional style played
on classical Chinese musical instruments such as the
moon-guitar, one-string violins, the four-string guitar
known as the "pi-pao," and the large hand-plucked
zither called the "cheng."
May 2—In the morning Johnson, Reed, and Kellogg
gave lectures, one following the other, while the others
visited the scenic White Cloud Mountain, a place
formerly "infested with bandits," who may or may
not have been the parties responsible for the luxurious
inn at the top. That afternoon was spent at the Canton Commodities Fair, where there were exhibits of
P.R.C. industry, agriculture, and public projects, and
where the Chinese transact the bulk of their export
trade.

FIG. 36. As our train pulls away from the Canton railroad station our Chinese friends wave goodbye. From left to right
they are: Chu Ching-sheng, (unidentified), Chin Kuei, Cheng Yen-shun, Tsou Ching-meng, Liu Te-ping (partly hidden), and
Jen Chuan.
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May 3—We went to the People's Commune of PingChow in the morning, where the Leading Member (of
the Revolutionary Committee), Sin Ju-wha, greeted us
and explained the way the Commune operated, its
schools and medical services, its progress in preparing
defenses against flood and drought, and the development of small industry in the Commune. One of our
stops during our tours was the Commune's weather
station where the meteorologist in charge, Ms. Lee
Yu-shia (which means literally translated "Jade-liketwilight") explained how she worked to provide a
weather service tailored to the needs of the local
peasants, fishermen, and workers.
After lunch in nearby Fo-Shan City we visited a
porcelain factory and a crafts and paper-cutting factory, and then drove back to Canton. That evening,
our last in China, we dined at the venerable and distinguished Bei-yuan Restaurant, amid many toasts and
wishes of friendship between the peoples of China
and the peoples of the United States.
May 4—We boarded the train to Shum-Chun (Fig. 36),
guided by Mr. Huang Wei-shun, who had been the first
to welcome us to the P.R.C., and crossed the border
two weeks (almost to the minute) after our arrival.
That evening the AMS Delegation had one last dinner
together in Kowloon; and the next day we went our
separate ways.
Photo credits: Figures 1, 2, and 36 by David Atlas; Figure
22 by Lucille Atlas; Figures 3, 5, and 32 by Betty Kellogg;

Figures 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 21, 25, 26, 30, and 31
by Will Kellogg; Figures 14, 17, 18, 19, 27, and photo on page
1330 by David Johnson; Figures 8, 23, and 24 by Central
Meteorological Bureau (latter two by its Research Institute);
Figures 28 and 29 by Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Academia Sinica; Figures 6, 33, 34, and 35 by Margaret Spengler.
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The ladies of the delegation enjoying tea at the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition in Peking. Left to right: Joan Reed,
Lucille Atlas, Mrs. Tso, interpreter, Betty Kellogg and
Peg Spengler.
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